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CliAP'l'ER I 
IN'l'.!:tODUC'l'ION 
Statement of the l'roblem 
'Ehe purpose of this study is to illustrate how a well-planned school 
journey may be used as a " springboard," or a teaching technique that will 
provide motivation for further learning. ~upil questions, interests, and 
impressions initiated by the school journey may be utilized as motivation 
for further work dealing with similar material. 
The writer has attempted to construct three units which may be used 
in connection with one school journey to the Old Iron 'vJ·orks House in 
Saugus, Eassachus etts. All t hr ee units ar e based, t o a large extent, on 
data related to the Old 1ron \''forks House and to its historical period. • The 
teacher s hould be able to teach eacl: unit separatelJr, or, by dividing the 
class into three groups according to the individual preference of each 
pupil, to teach all three units simultaneously. 
Definition of Terms 
By "school journeyn is meant, "' a trip arranged by the school and 
undertaken for educational purposes, in which pupils or students go to 
places where the materials of instruction may be observed and studied 
directly i n their functional s ettings; for exampl e , a trip to a fac tory or 
to a .:city waterworks.·» 
By ;·well-planned" is meant a journey which is carried out for 
express purposes, and one in ·which both teacher and class have definite 
1./ Carter U. Good, Dictionary of Education, l•1cGraw-l-'.ci ll Book Company, Inc., 
Hev• York , 1945, p. 359. 
-
objectives regarding the main points which they will observe . 
By "units" is meant plans which, according to Billett ,l:/should 
possess the following characteristics: 
J ine. 
~ource 
"1 . Stress on the carefully selected topic, highly functional 
in general educat ion. 
2 . Pupil cooperation in the development of the assignments . 
3. Degrees of mastery or achievement in connection with each topic. 
4. .l!'lexibili ty of the assignment to provide for individual 
differences. 
5. Duplicating certain parts of the assignment . 
6. 'l'es ting pupil progress by means of organization, summarization, 
or generalization. 
7. 'l'esting pupil progress by means of new-type tests. 
8. A teaching-learning cycle to replace the recitation and 
the hearing of lessons . 
9. A teaching-learning cycle consisting of guided and directed 
experience. 
10. a teaching-lea1~1ing cycle involving variable time allotments. 
11. A teaching-learning cycle which begins with problem-raising." 
All units in this thesis are organi zed according to the above out-
'I'his writer has long realized that a substantial number of children, 
L:d adults, are often unaware of the interesting sites within their ~m 
~-~mmunity. In his opinion, the existing conditions are a direct result of 
~ Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, pp. 477. 
2 
~ teaching which has not adequately stressed the importance of studying the 
community. 
'l'he traditional teacher, with the feeling that he must impart a 
mountain of material to his pupils, may teach feveri shly with one eye on his 
pupils and the other on the clock. As a result, he often loses perspective 
and fails to take advantage of material in his immediate vicinity. He often 
teaches his pupils about distant cities, states , and nations , without first 
taking into account the educative values of his own community~ Perhaps, 
- lf 
this is v1hat .t:.osic and Chas~ had in mind when they said : "For subject 
1
matter is nothing but selected experience, and the more closely connected it 
is with some phase of present life, the _l:letter . " 
'l'he teacher, moreover, having been taught little or nothing about 
conmuni ty life when he was in school, may not only overlook the values to be 
derived from such a study, but often does not lmow his ovm community well . 
This writer feels that the logical procedure for preparing for the 
r ltimate study of distant cities, states, and nations is to begin in the 
bupil' s OVlll neighborhood, where teacher and class can go directly to the 
~ ource for information which they are seeking. fie also feels that, once 
pupils are exposed to a real stliaulating experience such as a school jou1~ey, 
uhey are more likely to be eager to learn, and tl:"Jat their eagerness may be 
iirected toward further study . 
Education8.1 research has already rat ed the school journey as a sound 
l!!:/ James F . Hosie and Sara E. Chase , Brief Guide !9. ~ Project Method, 
1 -.!iorld Book Company, Yonkers~- on-Hudson, New York , 1926, p . 30. 
3 
I 
audio-visual device . As Hinchell.!/ points out: 
•Excursions ar e valuable because they help the pupil to come into v 
real contact with his immediate environment and to gain a better understand-
ing of it; they suggest activities which may l ead to other experiences; they 
supply a basis for content mate ria l v,rhich develops in the classroom; t hey 
settle debated points or verify conclusions ; and l astl y, t hey give i nfor.ma-
tion. " 
The Old Iron ~i orks House , in the opinion of this writer, has many 
educative values. Be feel s that a group of units, initiated by an excursion 
to this building, will be a valuable aid not only to the teachers of Saugus 
themselves, but to any teachers of t he ureater Boston area. 
Scope of the Study 
The three units were constructed , primarily, for use in Grade Four . 
It is believed that they may, depending upon teaching conditions and the 
class itself , also be used through Grades 'l'hree to Six. 
Lawrence H. Uinchell , "Field 'l'rips Develop Community Interest," Educa tio1, 
Vol. 61, ~'ebruary 1941, pp. 33?-338 . 
4 
I 
lr 
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CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
Related Hesearch on the Excursion 
Justification for Excursions 
Many instances which justify the excursion as a teaching device 
appear in educational literature. Hosic11insists that activities, rather 
than information, should comprise the subject matter of English. 
BathurstY informs us that: "Many educative uses can be made of 
I 
an excursion, depending on the purpose of the children and the teacher in 
'planning it." Kingsley~later points out the psychological aspects of the 
excursion when he tells us that: ~The school excursion is a valuable aid to 1\ 
instruction when it gives the child the opportunity for observing at first-
hand the situations or processes he is studying." 
Clouser, Robinson, and l1'ieely1/ state: "Excursions are perhaps the 
most important means of providing fi rst-hand experiences. 'l'hey extend the 
children' s interests, clarify their i~eas , and help them to understand the 
community." 
]j James li' . Hosie, "Reorganization of English in Secondary Schools ," United 
States Bureau of Education, No. 2 , 1917, P• 12 . 
?} Effie G. Bathurst, "Conservation Excursions, •• United States Office of 
Education, No. 13, 1939, p. 2 
y Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learning_, Prentice-Hall 
I nc., New York, 1946, p. 353. 
!f Lucy Weller Clouser, Wilma J· . Hobinson, and Dena Lois Neely, Educative 
Experiences Through Activity Units, Lyons and Ca!'l;lahan, Chicago, 1932, 
P• 26. 
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HornYsums up the function of the school excursion when he says 
I 
I 
I that: 
"Only a negligible portion of community activities can be brought directly 
to the school. In most instances, the students must be taken to the 
activities. 'l'his is the function of the excursion." 
Kindred and Stephenson&ftell us that: 
"••• for pupils to leave the classroom and go on such an expedition 
is to enlarge their concept of the school, cause them to look upon the 
community as a laboratory. where truth may be discovered and where they will IJ 
, see that not all learning is to be found between the covers of books. " 
' I 
I 
Castl~, who used excursions as one of the means of instructing 
~~ first-grade pupils, says: 
11 
I 
"Excursions enrich experiences, build concepts, 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
and prove points which have been discussed. u 
Present ~~ of Excursions 
Although educational authorities point out t hat excursions are not 
as widely used today as they should be, they do find instances in which 
they ar e used advantageously. One of the most complete accounts of the 
school excursion is furni shed by Atyeo!/who points out tlllit the excurs ion 
originated in Europe where it is still widely used. 
Hensley]/gives an account of teachers in t his country using the 
Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1937, p. 404. 
L. W. Kindred and 0. w. Stephenson, "The Technique of the Field Trip,n 
Social Education, Vol. 5, January 1941, p. 21. 
Elizabeth Castle, "A Tri p to the Roundhouse,n School~ Magazine, 
Vol. 44, ~fuy 1945, p. 302 
Henry C. Atyeo, t'The Excurs ion as a Teaching Technique," Teachers 
College Record, Vol. 11, May, 1939. 
Eugene Hensley, "Re-living History 'fhrough School Trips," School 
Activities, Vol. 12, No. 9, May, 1941. 
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' school excursion advantageously. 'l'he students of Cr eek Township High 
School, Gibson, I llinois, are taken by their instructors on s hort tours to 
· educationa l spots in I ll i nois and ad joining s tates . About 2,500 mile s are 
cover ed i n short trips each year , and one lons trip , averaging from 2 , 500 
to 3,300 niles, i s taken at the end of the school year . 'rhe tO"Nns to be 
visited are discussed b ~,- teacher and class , and during the trip itself 
members of the c l as s take notes while t he instructor del iver s a lecture on 
exis ting agricultural condit ions and points of educational i nt erests . 
Prat~gives another compl ete account of t he school excursion serving 
educat i onal purpos es. .t:er book cont a ins the r ecord of Miss Lula E. Hright, 
a New York City school teacher, who had her seven-year-old pupils build a 
!miniature city. Miss Wright t ook her pupils to neighboring c ities to observ~ 
I 
bridges , bui l dings, and mills. 
The excursion is doubtlessly being used more in this country today 
1 t han at any otLer period in the history of our teaching . I t is being used 
by the English class, the geography class, t he history class, and, in fact, 
by all classes from the kindergarten to the university level. There iEe 
still a substantial number of teachers who have not utilized this teaching 
device; but t h ose who have are quick to recognize its effectiveness and are 
able to cite evidence of its educational values. 
1'hey have illustrated t hat the school excursion is a valuable means 
of providing primary information of the subject under consideration, and 
that the interest and infonnation acquired on the school excursion leads to 
I 
111 
I 
Caroline Pratt, 11Experimental Pract i ce in the City and Country School, " 
J ournal of Educational Research, Vol. 12, 1925 , p. 161. 
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I 
purposeful writing, speaking, drawing, and other activities . 
For example, Elizabeth Castle,!/ first-grade teacher in the McCaskill 
~~ Sehool, took her pupils on a eehool journey to the Roundhouse. The journey 
vms a part of the class project of building a freight train. A guide showed 
the class around the site, pointed out and explained switches, tracks, 
engines, cars, and other interesting devices. Each c:t1.ild then had an 
~ opportunity to climb into the cab of an ore engine and study it. 
/ When the class returned to school, they drew pictures of what they 
seen before attempting to construct their freight trains. The results 
the trip were well worth the time spent in planning and taking it. 
A second-grade class at Bromwell School in Denver had a similar 
y 
experience. When school started in the Fall, each child told about his 
I 
Summer vacation. The class became interested in an air trip which the 
teacher had made and decided to study aviation. The entire class made a 
I 
school journey to an airport, where they visited the t~1er, sat in airplanes, 
I 
and studieiL the controls, and even used the link trainers. The school 
journey led to many other projects. 
I The school journey was used advantageously in Chicag~when the pupils 
from the Hale Elementary School, in the social-studies classes, assembled 
I the firm names and addresses of one hundred ~lenty-five manufacturing 
1 
concerns within a two-mile radius of the school. The Parent-Teachers 
1/ . Elizabeth Castle, p. 302. 
_II ~ 
;•Second-Graders Try Their i'lings, tt National Education Association journal~ 
Vol. 39 , February 1950, pp. 119-121. 
noutlying Schools A.rl~ange Tours of t he Nei ghborhood," Elementary School 
Journal, Vol. 42 , liiarch, 1942, I)P· 490-495 . 
I 
II 
I 
Association made contact with a list of t hese firms and secured enough 
both interesting and educational. 
II 
It might seem t hat these plant managers, busy with t heir own affairs, I 
I 
I li would resent the intrusion of school children during working hours. This 
I is not the case. Once they realize that the pupils, engaged in the school 
1 
journey, have definite objectives in mind, they are very willing to be of 
I 
service, for they realize that the pupils of today are the customers and 
employees of tomorrow. 
This lesson in good-will works two ways; the manager's op1.m.on of 
modern teaching methods is usually raised substantially. As Chapman±/ 
points out: 
"The public relations value, especially if the group carries some 
identifying shirts, tags, or bands, is worthy of note. Youngsters, while 
having fun, are actually learning through observation and experience with 
real and tangible values in the community." 
A teacher who wishes to plan a school journey need not discard the 
idea because of transportation difficulties. If buses are not available 
for the group, they can resort to visiting sites within their immediate 
vicinity on foot. :Mary .Hickert ,Ya sophomore English class teacher of New 
Castle Hi gh School, Indiana, took her class on one school journey each ·week 
for eighteen weeks. Each journey was completed within a fifty-five minute 
1J Frederickl\II. Chapman, "Let's Go on a Tour1," Recreation, Vol. 44, 
September, 1950, p. 202. 
"Motivation for Slow Learners,'' English J"ournal, 
1 949 ,_p 3dA.. 
9 
period, and every site visited was in a five -minute walking distance of the 
school. Sinks,Ydescribing the school journeys undertaken by t he t eachers 
and pupils of Peoria, I llinois, states: II 
"Longer trips to Chicago and the state capital were made in chartered I\ 
buses paid for by parents or with pennies saved by the children. Still II 
others were made in autos driven by parents, or on foot along the river \ 
front, to t he zoo, to near-by industries." 
Bulloc~describes "Roslyn's Rough Riders, " a group of high-school 
students, who, under the guidance of HJ.r. Walters, tours the countryside on 
bicycle. 'i'his group has visited many local sites, has taken longer school 
journeys during the school vacations, and has even toured Mexico during the 
summer vacation. 
During this modern age , t he airplane plays an important part in t he 
pupils • lives, and has been utilized by teachers, not only as a subject of 
study but a s a means of transportation. Twenty-five students in Avonworth 
Union rii gh School, Ben Avon, Pennsylvania were taken ona flying citizenship 
classY. Using an airplane as means of transportation, they went on a three-!
1 
day tour, observed city and county government at Pittsburgh, ~tate govern- ! 
ment functions at harrisburgh , and national government functions at 
\'i asL ine,"t on , D. C • 
The pupils of t he Classen hi gh School in Oklahoma City participated 
1 Alfred A. Sinks, "Get t he Children Out of School," Woman's Rome 
Gom12anion, Vol. 77, Uctober , 1950 , p . 90 
@/ Adeline .tlullocl::: , " 1:/.os l yn ' s Hough Hi ders , " Recreation , Vol . 43 , August , 
II 
!I 
II 
I 1949, pp . 233- 236 . 
~ "Citizenship Eiueation by Air," Sc hool Life , Vol. 33, October, 1950, p.l3. , 
I 
I 
in a similar journey.1/ They flew from Oklahoma City to Dallas, 'l'exas wherJ 
t hey: I! 
" ••• attended a class in distributive education in t he Crozier High Ill 
School, visited a bank and several department stores in that city, inspected 
t he facilities of t he in:t; ernational port of entry at Fort Worth, and 
returned home in the evening of the same day." I 
In communities where teachers have organized successful sc hool 
j ourneys , the i dea has usually been met with enthusia sm b;' the superinten-
dent of schools and by t he peopl e of t he cormnuni t y themselves. This 
I 
enthusiasm usually results in funds being made available to t he teac her I 
I 
j f or the purpose of carrying on these excursions. Sink~recounts the work 
I 
II 
I of ·Herb Rudman, who after returning from Vlorld \far II, took a teachins 
position in Peoria. He was given a class of ten boys in the seventh and 
eighth grades. All had police records and were incorrigible. He was told II 
by t he superintendent of schools to, "Keep t hem in school anot her year.n 
He did just the oppos ite . He took t hem out of school, on school journeys 
whict . -vre r e so s ucces sful t hat t he pupi l s a ctually became interest ed in 
school. I n oreer t o accompJ. ish t his , he had to pay f or trans portat ion out 
Sink~ tells us that: 
1J " Education in the Air Age," School Review, Vol. 55, J anuary, 194'7, p. 5. 1 
I 
'EJ Alfred H. Sinks, p. 90 
'£/ Ibid 
:1:1 
Hopper1/ tells us that the Central High School Art Club of Newark, 
I New Jersey, was organized in 1931 and has had a chartered bus trip each 
I terra except during the war years when walking was a necessity. 'l'hey have 
II visited Radio City Music Hall, backstage of numerous theatres, industrial 
11 plants, and publishing companys. 1~e students take pictures or sketch 
!I their surroundings. 
School journejrs are called, "excursions" " field trips," or ntrips," 
. ?:/ by various author s. Good: lists the word " excursion" as synonymous with 
. y 
Hschool journey.n The tenn tttrip" is considered a poor one because it 
connotes a going to and coming back from. In such a case, the thing to be 
visited would be considered as something outside of the school instead of a 
part of the school. Educators agree that a school journey should be an 
integral part of the school program and not an isolated trip. 
Reasons f.!?!_ Neglect of Excursions 
Although educational authorities agree upon the effectiveness of 
1 
school 
li today. 
excursions, they are quick to admit that they are not widely used 
Thrallgi/admits that: "1~e school journey is a type of educational 
II 
I 
I 
procedure which has been neglected in America." She gives five reasons why 
the excursion is not more widely used: 
H.osamond H. Hopper, "Art Club Trips Are Fun, n School ~ Niagazine, 
Vol. 46 , 1mrch, 1947, pp. 224-225. 
Carter u. Good, p. 359. 
uuaing Corrununity Hesources," Elementary School J"ournal, Vol. 50, 
February, 1950, pp. 312-314. 
Zoe A. Thralls, pp. 290-295. 
1_2 
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(1) The teachers are unfamiliar with the excursion, 
(2 ) the teachers, themselves, did not take excursions while 
they were in school, 
(3 ) teachers do not know how to plan a worthwhile excursion, 
(4) teachers do not r ealize to what extent the excursion is 
valuable, 
{5) the rigid school rules tend to discourage, if not prevent , 
the teachers from attempting such a feat. 
Planning a Worthwhile Excurs ion 
]J 
Thralls lists t he f ollowing procedure which s houl d be followed in a 
worthwhile excursion. 
I Teacher makes the trip hlinself. 
II 'l'eacher plans trip. selects questions for t he class, 
and organizes information. 
III Teacher arouses interest of the class by: 
a. Beginning a discussion of the subject ih class 
B. Showing pictures to the class 
c. Asking curiosity questions 
IV Teacher or pupil suggests class make the trip. 
V Appointment of an individual or committee from the class: 
A . 1'o secure permission for the trip 
B. 'l'o s et a convenient time for the trip 
C. To a :r·range a guide . 
VI Class discussion, i n which class sums up its knmvledge 
of the subject 
VII Development, during the discussion, of specific aims: 
A. By arousing a need f or verifying information 
or inferences 
B. By showi ng , tlu~ough questioning, the need of 
securing correct i mages or associations 
C. ~y form.ul at ing quest ions, tlle answers to Vlhich 
are discover ed on the journey . 
1J Ibid , pp . 290-295 · 
1_3 
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I 
VIIi 
X 
XI 
1. questions suggested by class 
2. questions of interest to 
individuals in the class 
3. .questions suggested by the teacher 
Organize class into groups with leader for each group. 
Each c r oup selects one phase of the subject. 
Discuss route, behavior, responsibility , etc. 
Participation by teacher 
A. Keep in touch with groups 
B. Interfere in disciplinary matters only 
when necessary 
C. Ask questions occasionally 
D. Make explanations as needed 
XII Follow-up Work 
A . Class discussions of questions 
B. Organization of the information gained 
XII I Evaluation 
A. Social value 
1. opportunity for free expression 
and practice in self-control 
2. sharing ••rork 
3. looking out for own safety 
B. Motivating value 
1. basis for oral and written languages 
2. basis of interests for further reading . 
3. basis for manual instruction 
c. Value to teacher 
1. has the journey led to any other 
activity? 
2 . in what respect could my plans 
be improved? 
rtelated Research on the Unit 
very well make a survey of literature related to the unit 
1.4 
i 
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and various other ter.ms used to describe the current educational procedures. 
'l'he differences appear to concern terminology and not basic principles, 
f or all classifications have the same common base: conside~dtion for the 
child as a unique individual, who, in order to learn effectively, must be 
genuinely interested in the work at hand, must initiate the work hUnself, 
and carry through his task to successful completion. As Hockett and 
J·acobsen~ell us: 
" Othe r terms are of ten used to co~vey the meaning Unplied by 'unit 
work .' Chief among these are 'activities , ' 'projects,' 'problem-projects,' 
'centers of interest, • 'themes,' ' unit experiences, ' and 'adventures,' 'i'he 
particular word or phrase used as a label is unimportant, provided it 
connotes to the user a rich and inclusive series of experiences in which 
the emphasis is placed on the pupils' active participation in planning, 
executing, and evaluating the work, and provided further that experiences 
and knowledge are sought and integrated in relation to worthy purposes 
which are significant to the children.•; 
Various ter.ms are used to designate this comparatively new educationa l 
policy. ~<Project'' was one of the earlie st terms. 'l'he purpose of t he 
project is to supply real-life situations, or problems, to be solved by the 
pupil. 'l'hese situations are to be closely related to situations found in 
the pupils' home life, or in the domestic or business world outside of 
school. In this way, it is hoped that the project will correlate the school 
world with the world beyond the school, and, in this way, provide teaching 
material which is more meaningful to the pupils • 
. ~he project has been defined in diverse ways by various educational 
y 
authorities. Snedden defines the project by listing its characteristics : 
n'l'he following were the pr imary characteristics of pro jects as thus 
conce ived: l a) the undertaking a lways possessed a certain unity; (b ) the 
1f J ol:m A. h acke t t and E. W. J'acobsen, Model"n Practices in the Elementary 
School, ~inn and Company, Boston, 1938, p. 66 . 
y David Snedden , n'l'he ' Project' As a Teaching Unit," School and Society, 
Vol. 4, September 16, 1916, p. 421. 
learner himself clearly conceived the practical end or outcome to be 
attained, and it was always expected that this outcome was full of interest 
to him ••• ; (c) the standards of achievement were clearly objective ••• ; (d) 
the undertaking was of such a nature that the learner, in achieving his 
desired ends, would necessarily have to apply much of his previous la1owledge 
and experience •• •" 
Stevenson1/defines it as: ·;·A problematic act carried to completion 
in its natural setting." James :B'. Hosie, in a statement sent to 
StevensonYdefines the project as follows: 
111 understand by project a complete unit of experience. The essentia 
aspects or elements of an experience are, in the simplest form, a situation 
and the response to it. 'l'his, however, will not describe adequately what is 
meant by the type of experience cal~ed complete. Such a unit includes t he 
following phases: situation, problem, purpose, plan, criticism of the plan , 
execution, judgment of r esults, appreciation. " 
?d Billett after telling us that statistical trea tment of data shows 
t he terms "problem" and "project 1' to be synonymous , defines a c; ood problem 
as: 
ttA unit of learning or of teaching V•Thich is initiated by t he pupil 
and judged by both the pupil and the teacher to be worthwhile, which is of 
immediate practical value to the pupil , and in the mastery of which the 
pupil is entirely self-directing." 
Acc ording to Stevenson,!/ the term "project" was first used by the 
United States Department of .Agriculture as an outlined plan for carrying on 
a piece of cooperative work. Since that time it has enjoyed increasing 
mention in educational literature. Define it as you will, the project 
has definite aims- all pointing to the liberation of the child from the 
y ;:r ohn Alford Stevenson, T'ne Project Method of •reaching, The Macmillan 
Company , New York, 1924, p . 43 . 
gJ Ibid. p. 84. 
'E) Roy o. Billett, "Plans Characterized by the Unit Assignment , 11 School 
Heview , Vol. 40, November, 1932 , p. 659 . 
1/ John Alford Stevenson, p. 40 . 
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arbitrary assignments of mentally indigestible chunks of teaching material. 
Hosie and Chasa1lare interested not only in having the child learn, 
but in knowing "why" and "how" he is learning. 'l'his, they believe, can be 
accomplished via the project method because: "By t hat reconstruction of 
his experience which attends his various enterprises he learns. iUld he 
knows that he is learning and how." 
Educational authorities today are no longer satisfied with the mere 
parroting of factual information. As l!'ontaineft'has put it: "Pupils should 
know how or why rather than what, whom, when, and where . " Stevenso~tells 
that: 
"Criticism of the teaching in the schools has centered mainly around 
these four points: the teaching has emphasized learning the memorizing of 
information, rathe r than through reasoning; information has been acquired 
for its own sake, rather than as a means to modify conduct; no special 
effort has been made to provide a natural setting for the learning; the 
learning has usually been realized through a mastery of principles logicall 
arranged , rather than by developing t he principles as needed in the 
problematic situations. 'l'he project, defined as a problematic act carried 
to completion in its natural setting, provides for a unit of teach ing which 
has far its aim the correct ion of these shortcomings. tt 
·rhe Activity 
The next term of the newer educational policy is the "activity." 
Like the project, the activity aims to teach the whys and hows of the 
subject matter and to lift the pupil above the mere repetition of' factual 
!} J"ames l!' . Basic and Sara E. Chase, p. 26. 
y E. Clarke J!'ontaine, " 'l'he Unit Plan of 'I'eaching," Educational 
Administration and Supervision, Vol. 18, January, 1932, p. 27. 
y J ohn Alford Stevenson, p. 196. 
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material. As BrinY has put it: 1'Central in the purpose of the activity 
movement is the desire to achieve for and in each one intelligent self-
direction. '1 Mel vi~ tells us that children learn best through activity -
learn best when they feel the need of solving the problem. 
According to Gray,.!Ywhen the term "activity movement" was first used, 
it meant getting away from passive learning: Hlt emphasi zed the value of 
overt mental activity, such as mruring t hings, going on excursions, and 
playing games . ·• Like the :project and unit, the activity gave, to the child, 
the opportunity to share in the planning of, and the execution of an 
enterprise in which he was genuinely interested. Properly handled, the 
activity has great instructional value, because, as Clouser, Hobinson and 
Neely!/ point out: 11 'fhe child 1 s participation in initiating, planning , and 
developing an activity unit makes him highly interested in its success. He 
looks upon the enterprise as his own and feels responsible for it. '' 
Unfortunately, not all activities are properly handled. We cannot 
say, solely because the activity method has proved to be the best method for 
teach ing certain block:s of material, t hat all material must, or even can , be 
taught by the activity met hod. In the final analysis, it is still the 
teacher wh o is responsib le for tt~e success or failure of the enterprise . 
Educational literature illust rates t Lat an activity unit vrl~ich is misnandled 
1J Orville G. Erin, " Basic Realities and t he Act ivity r:l overnent," 
Progressive Education, Vol. 11, October, 1934, p. 331 
y Gordon A. Melvin, The 'i'ecbnique of Progressive 'r eaching, Tt e J"obn Day 
Company, New York, 1936 , p. 31. 
'!:} Williams . Gray, "Controversial Issues Relating to the Activity 
Curriculum," Progressive Education, Vol. 11, October, 1934, :p. 334. 
!/_ Clouser Hobinson and Neely_, J200. _____ . 
is still no better t han the mishandled lecture . 'l'he pupils will receive 
f rom the activity unit only that which they, and t he teacher, have put into 
it. When one is interested in a reformation, and the progressive teaching 
movement is certainly a r eformation of existing teac hing conditions, it is 
all too easy to ride the pendulum too far a s it swings in t he opposite 
direction. l"hen, we find oursel'l!es crowding activities into t he curriculum 
wlc. ich have no place there . As GrayJ/ren inds us: 
"••• many of t he activitie s now used in schools have been se l ected 
wi t hout due discr iminat ion and as a result are often hi ghl y artificial and 
fail more or less largely to provide adequately for individual needs, 
interests, and aptitudes •'' 
Dewe~speaking in t he same vein, says he believes t hat: 
'tMuch of pres ent education fails because it neglects this fundamenta l 
r>rinciple of' the school as a form of community life. It conceives t he 
school as a place where certa in informat ion is to be given, where certa in 
l essons are t o be learned, or where certain habits are to be formed. The 
value of these is conceived as largely in the remote future; t he child must 
do these t hings f or the sake of sometLing else he i s to do; t hey a re mere 
preparations . l'I.S a result t hey do not become a part of the life experj_ence 
of t he child and so are not truly educative ." 
The Unit 
The t h ird term of progressive education i s t he unit itself . 
Snedden~ tells us t]1..at: •·The ' question and answer ' unit - as seen 
at its best in t he catechism -was the smallest unit ever devised ." What 
is there about t he 1•question and answer'' t hat would l ead Snedden to t his 
conclusion? 'l'he pupil has a question t o be answered and an answer to t he 
question. The answer is the final solution to the problem or the culmina-
tion of the unit. The question itself is the motivation w:.ich leads the 
lJ William S . Gray , p. 337. 
y John Dewey, Education 'I'oday, u .P. Putnam's Sons, :New York, 1940, pp.7-8. 
'£! David Snedden,_p . 420::...:·'==== 
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pupil to seek the answer . It is a unit in embryonic form, but still a unit; 
all other units are devised along the same lines - strong motivation for 
learning, and activities which give to the pupil the information which he 
seeks. 
Billettl/tells us that: 
" ••• the 'unit' is best regarded as a concept, attitude, appreciation, 
knowledge, or skill which is to be acquired by the pupil; and which, if 
acquired, will presumably modify his thinking or his other behavior in a 
desirable way . 11 
'rhus, we find another important aspect of the unit; in order to be 
truly effective, it must modify t he pupils' behavior . 'l'his st8.nds to reason . 
If what has been learned in the unit has been worthwhile, it should be 
applied. If the pupil bas recognized the value of t he material, as he 
s hould if it is a good unit, he will have applied t he material; and, in 
that way, will have altered or modified his behavior. 
Hockett and Jacobse~, defining a unit of work, say: 
11'l'he term 'unit of work' is used to designate the various experiences 
and activities that grow out of, center in, and contribute to a chosen 
theme. rn this sense it is a broader and more inclusive term than 'topic ' 
or 'unit of subject matter,' batt: of which connote the study of textbook 
inforrna tion." 
Melvin.:Ysays: "The unit of conduct is to be regarded as an act 
which may be analyzed into the five processes of: "needing , purposing, 
planning, executing, and using or evaluating. 11 
Billet~tells us that unit assignments usually consist of: 
e "Y Roy O. Billett, "Plans Cha racterized b y the Unit Assignment, tt p. 661. 
gj John A. Hockett and E. VI . Jacobsen, p. 64 • 
.:Y G.ordon A. Melvin, p. 46 . 
!/ koy 0. Billett, p. 661. 
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{1) directions for study, (2) reference for reading, (3) a list of 
supplementary projects, (4) an outline of minimum essentials, and (5) a 
tentative time allotment. 
He!ftells us further that a unit assignment may also include: 
{ 1) an Ttapproach paragraph" - to stimulate curi .osi ty, (2) introduc-
tory statement of unit objectives, (3 ) short list of basic questions, 
(4) necessary explanations, {5) a word-study list, (6) experiments to . be 
performed, (7) topics for discussion, dramatization, or demonstration, 
(8) notice of special difficulties to be encountered, (9) samples of how to 
do required work, {10) list of material and apparatus needed, ( ll )assign-
ments of individual reports to be made in class, (12) additional elective 
work, (13) references to correlation with other subjects, and (14) a test on 
the assignment. 
Vlhether the teacher wishes to call this procedure nProject ," 
"Activity," or "Unit" matters little; the aims in each case are similar, if 
not identical. The newer educational policy attempts to present life-like 
situations to be worked out by the pupils, and to give those pupils the 
opportunity to share in the planning , execution, and evaluation of the 
enterprise. AS Dewey&/ has put it: ;nrhe school must represent life---life 
\ as real and vital to the child as that which he carries on in the home, 
in the neighborhood, or on the playground." 
'l'eacher Guidance .. : ~ 
Does this emphasis on the individual interests of the child mean 
that, in modern educational practice, the teacher has cast off the child's 
moorings so to speak; and is allowing him to drift down the stream of 
learning gyrating from one current to the next, clutching at the overhanging 
branches for security and being swept rapidly toward the sea? In some 
1/ ~,pp. 661-662 . 
~ JOhn Dewey , p . 6. 
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extreme cases it may; but it is sincerely hoped that, in general , it does 
not. .N o present• day educational authority has even implied this; in fact, 
they have usually gone out of t heir way to issue stern warning against this 
sort of practice. I t is still the teacher, t hey cry, who is responsible 
for guiding the interests and activities of the pupils into valuable 
h Cl b . 1/ c annels. ouser, ~o inson, and Neel~ tell us: 
"While it is desirable f or children to have freedom in choosing, 
planning , executing, and judging the activity, it is necessary f or the adult 
member of the group, the teacher, to guide the activity. 'l'eacher guidance 
begins wit h listing in advance a number of suitable activities." 
Fontaine ,Y speaking on the same subject, says: nrr pupil-study is to 
be intelligent, purposive and productive, t he teacher must set t he stage f or 
it." He warns t he teacher to have definite ob jectives , and not t o l et t l~e 
pupils wander aimlessly t hrough material. 
3/ liosic and Chase-:- tell us t hat the teacher should " ••• IllE).ke sure , f irst 
of all, that the problem or objective is clearl y stated and its significance 
fully grasped. Afterward he will not let t he pupils los e sight of it." 
H .. b Y' ockett and Jaco sen , say: '' In any unit t here is much Tiore 
potential subje ct matter than can be used. 'l'he teacher 's guidance is 
essential in helping children to make t he most appropriate selection. ~ 
l, ff~ • t . E) f th i h . d . t . f t h ' 1ha.rJ. aJ.n goes even ur er n J.s enuncJ.a J.on o a eac er wno 
Jj Clouser, hobinsou and Neely, p. 10. 
y E. Clarke li'ontaine.,. p. 30. 
'£! J arne s :B' • h os ic and Sara E. Chase , p. 36. 
y John .A. . h ocke tt and E. ~~· . Jacob sen, p. 67. 
E) Jacques Maritain, Education at the Crossroads, Yale University Press, 
New Haven, 1943, p. 33. 
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would let his pupils drift aimlessly along, without proper teacher guidance. 
He says: 
"The plastic and suggestible freedom of the child is harmed and led 
astray if it is not helped and guided. An education which consists in 
making the child responsible for acquiring information about that of which 
he does not know he is ignorant, an education which only contemplates a 
blossoming forth of the childts instincts, and which renders the teacher a 
tractable and useless attendant, is but a bankruptcy of education and of 
the responsiblli ty of adults toward the youth." 
~~Today 
It would be impossible to describe even a slight majority of the unit 
being used in our schools today. ~oQ ern educat ors are becoming increasingly 
aware of the values to be derived fro¢ teaching material which is real and 
vital to the pupils. An impressive number of progressive teachers are 
, ' 
correlating school subjects and incorporating them into real problems, 
/ 
projects, or units. Various skills which, under the traditional system of 
teaching, were taught as isolated functions are now being taught as a means 
to an end, the solution of the problem, or the termination of the unit. 
This is a period of overcrowded schools, of inadequate teaching 
facilities; a period when educators are desperately striving to build 
bigger and better schools to accommodate the ever-increasing population 
of school children. It is significant that the newer schools often employ 
the newer teaching methods, even if they were completely traditional before 
the completion of the school building program. J!'or example, White and 
Wood rufr1f te 11 the s t cry of Sand Hill, a rural town in Carroll County, 
Georgia, Which embarked on a school building program. Before the people 
y 1lary White and Wilda Woodruff, 11 The Sand :flill Story," National Education 
.Association Journal, Vol. 39, March, 1950, pp. 204-205. 
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of Sand Hill began their school building program, almost everyone had lost 
interest in the school. It was antiquated, teaching methods were poor, 
there was no school spirit, and teachers were hard to keep. With the new 
school came new interest and new teaching methods. 'l'hey tell us: 
"We have used real situations to give ths skills real meaning. 
Practical problems in arithmetic, the need for better reading to secure the 
desired information, improved penmanship for use in keeping records, larger 
speaking and spelling vocabularies, and accuracy in letter-writing made work 
with school skills take on new value.'' 
IvJany schools are today educating t heir pupils for peace, and are 
creating world-understanding and tolerance by means of unit teaching. 
Fugate!ldescribes the plan used in the Planeview Public Schools, Wichita, 
Kansas, in which the pupils attend forums, see films and filmstrips, and 
listen to radio broadcasts aimed toward peace. 
CourtenayY describes hov1 the .American town of <..rompers adopted a 
.!!'rench village. '!'he children of that school, while listening to a talk by 
Lieutenant Larson who had just returned from Europe, were appalled by the 
privation and suffering of the European children and asked what they could 
do to help. Lieutenant Larson suggested that they adopt a village. 'fhey 
adopted the :French village of Sommerviller. 'l'his t•adoption" led to many 
projects, and 139 bundles of food and clothing were sent from the school. 
The children read stories about France, wrote l etters to their friends, 
sewed clothing , mailed packages, and received a valuable lesson in goodwill 
and understanding. 
J·osephine F'ugate, "Creating Tomorrow' s Peace ,'' National Education 
Association Journal, Vol. 38 , May , 1949, pp. 340-341. 
Mary Courtenay, "Gompers Adopts a Village," National Education .Associatio 
Journal, Vol. 36, hfuy, 194?, pp. 384-385. 
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'fhe unit teaching tends to correlate the school with the community . 
As RihaY says : "Eugene :B'ield Elementary School in Milvlaukee believes in 
moving the walls of its classrooms into the heart of the community.•' 
Viceprincipal Sylvester J . Siudzinski was largely responsible for this 
outstanding v,rorl::: . His seventh and eighth class studied politics, . he ld mock 
elections, made election posters ; and were res:ronsible for having 
unregistered :parents register. In the Spring , his eighth-grade class 
decided to study parks. They asked the park commission for a conducted tour 
of every park in the county; and had their request realized. They worked on 
a publication extolling the beauty of their parks, and were instrumental in 
persuading other schools to visit the parks. They also studied city 
services and social agencies in much the same manner. 
Shafto2/describes an etiquette course given at Bradley Park School, 
iieptune 'rownship , New J"ersey. The units in etiquette arose from t he pupils' 
eed and desire to learn good table manners. The pupils learned table 
anners for dinner parties, for dining in a restaurant, and for eating in 
the cafeteria. The pupils, themselves, formed standards for correct dining 
in the cafeteria, and gave a supper to which all their parents were invited. 
' 
~lso included in their course were invitation writing, telephone etiquette, 
roper forms of introduction, and presentation of guests. 
These are but a few of the multitudinous units being taught in our 
Jeanne h iha, HCommuni ty Classroom, tt National Education Association 
J"ournal, Vol. 39, September 1950, pp. 422-423. 
i·JJary Shafto, ''Social l!' o:rms of Oral Language ," Nat ional Education 
Association Journal, Vol. 31, J"anuary, 1942, p. 25 . 
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elementary and secondary schools today, but they should serve .to illustrate 
the variety of instructional situations to which the unit can be success-
fully applied. 
Combining Excursion and Unit 
A survey of the literature, pertaining to the excursion and to the 
unit, suggests the advisability of combining these two enterprises; and 
many authorities have set forth this belief. The excursion is an excellent 
device for providing motivations; the unit is the ideal d.evice for summing 
up the questions raised by the excursion and for enlarging interests 
suggested by the excursion. 
Hockett and JacobsenY suggest that the teacher: "l'rovide an 
opportunity for firsthand experiences which will arouse or increase 
interests in the unit. 'l'his usually will involve trips or contact with 
materials or both. Discuss the questions that arise during t hese 
experiences. " 
And again: 
:?} 
"School journeys stimulate thought by ra1s1ng new problems. Hence 
they are profitably used to introduce a group of pupils to a new field of 
knowledge, to orient them, and to help in building up a background of 
information' and experience for s ome particular unit of v1ork." 
Kindred and Stephensonytell us that flte rminating activities" are an 
import ant part of the excursion : ·1'l'he t erminating activities undertaken on 
]j JohnA. Hockett and E . n. Jacobsen, p. 79. 
gj lbid , p. 131. 
'£) L. Vl . Kindred and 0 . I'J. Stephenson, p. 21. 
( 
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the return to the classroom will serve t hree principal purposes: (l) 
synthesize the results of t he trip; (2) motivate new work; and l 3 ) bring 
the experience to a satisfactory conclusion." 
In speaking of introducing a new unit, l':ebeJlsays: 
"Giving t he children a stimulating experience seems to be a good way 
to beg in and I shall continue to use it until I validate it or find some 
reason to reject it. These experiences should not be blindly chosen. .An 
experience should open up possibilities for grm~h and for further exper-
iences." 
Thralls,Eiin summing up the evalutaing aspects of the excursion, 
would have t he teacher ask himself, "Has the journey led to any other 
activity?" lf not, the implication is that it was not as significant or as 
well-planned as it might have been; for present-day teachers do not wish to 
teach isolated facts • 
.As :B'ontaineysays, the "endpoint of a unit ••• from t he standpoint of 
educational results to the pupil, should be a series of understandings and 
not merely the possession of a mass of factual material. 11 
If the unit aims to give, to the child. , real-life situations or 
problems to be worked out, what would be more logical t han to precede that 
unit by a school excursion? 
Hockett and JacobsenYtell us that, HEducational journeys provide 
firsthand experiences. These enrich children's concepts and associations, 
y Julia ~'Jeber , !![:Country School Diary, Harper and Brother s , New York , 
1946, p. 173. 
e gj Zoe A. 'l'hralls , pp. 290-295 
~ E. Cl arke Fontaine, p. 21 . 
!/ J ohn A. hackett and E. W. Jacobsen, p. 132. 
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clothe with reality the more abstr'dCt experiences of reading and discussion, 
and develop independence of learning ." 
And again:!/ "Properly used, clas s trips eliminate the break between 
in-school and out-of-school life, t hus increasing t he continuity of the 
l earning processes . " 
:?} 
'l'he second-graders of l:l romwell School, Denver, combined the 
excursion to the airpor t with various classroom projects, such as building 
a rniniature air port, putting on a puppet show demonstrating work of ground 
helpers a t t he airport, and building their own airplane. 'l'he combination 
led to skill in telling time, making change, reading scales, studying 
evaporation, and reading the temperature. 
'2.1 Rickert not only took her pupils on eighteen school journeys, but 
used the journeys as a basis f or various projects. Each pupil wrote a 
letter of thanks to the manager of t he plant visited. At the end of the 
ye ar, each pupil wrote a 500 word theme on one trip , and gave a three-
minute t a lk on t heir favorite journey . She found the excursions and 
projects so successful t hat she plans t o cont inue this same procedure during 
ot her year s . 
]j Ibid, p . 132 . 
gj "Second- Uraders 'l'ry 'l'hei r v!ings ," pp . 119-121. 
y lv;a r y 0 . Hi ct:ert , pp . 43-44: . 
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i survey of educational literature, pert aining to the school 
excurs ion and the unit , b r~n~;s out certai n points which st ould. be of i nteres 
to t he r.tOdern teacher • 
.1!'irst , t he fi el d trip or sc hool excurs ion: 'l'he excursion is a sound 
educational device because: (1) it prov ides first-hand experienc es for t he 
child, l 2i it i s , in r eality , an audio-visual device wh ich hel ps the child 
f orm concrete i mages , (3 ) i t provides experi ences with t hose community 
activities v;h ich cannot be brought directly to t he sc hool, (4 ) it extends 
the chi l d' s interests and make s him aware of hi s connunity , (5) it provides 
t hat " real-life11 setting which the modern schools are desirous of creating 
or duplicating, and (6} it makes the child aware that learning can be 
acquired by observation, and that not all learning is to be found in books. 
'l'he excursion originated in Europe, where it i s still vridely used. 
Some teachers, in this country, use the excursion; but, on the whole, 
it is still largely neglected. 
The excursion is neglected because: ll) the teachers are unfamiliar 
with the device, ( 2) the teachers did not take excursions when t Ley were in 
school, (3) teachers do not know how to plan a good excursion, (4) teachers 
do not realize to what extent the excursion is valuable, and (5) the rigid 
school rules tend to discourage or prevent the teacher from taking excursion • 
The excursion must be well-planned to be effective. In a well-
planned excursion: ll) both teacher and pupils have definite idea s about 
the main points they will study, (2) the trip is discussed in class so that 
matters of discipline and procedure will be familiar, (3 ) the pupils are 
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supplied with a list of questions to be ans\•Jered, l4) the main points of the 
excursion , and questions on the excursion, are discussed by teacher and clas 
after returning from the trip, (5) the trip itself should be to some 
significant site, and l6i the excursion should lead to otber activities . 
A summary of the literature related to t he unit reveals many similar 
terms: ".Problem," "project," •· problem-project," "centers of interests, " 
and "activities. '' The term used is of little significance; all terms stand 
for similar general principles. 
These enterprises have the following characteristics: (1) the 
provision for real-life problems to be solved by the pupil, (2) t he 
opportunity for pupils to share in planning , initiating, and evaluating the 
activity, (3)the opportunity for pupils to realize why and h~l they are 
learning, (4) the abandonment of those practices which teach information 
for its own sake, and (5) the desire for each pupil to attain intelligent 
self-direction. 
Like the excursion, the unit, if properly handled, is a sound 
educational device. 
Some units are not properly handled because they have been selected 
without due consideration for the pupilsi backgrounds and interests; and, 
therefore, are highly artificial. 
It is expected, if a unit is successful, it vrill not only teach facts 
principles, knovdedges, and appreciations; but will also modify the conduct 
of the pupils. 
The bare essentials of a successful unit assignment include: 
(1) directions for study, (2) references for reading, (3 ) a list of 
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supplementary projects, (4) an outline of minimum of essentials, and (5) a 
tentative time allotment. 
1funy educational authorities point out the advantage of combining the 
school excursion and the unit. 
'l'he excursion adds to the unit by: (1) arousing or increasing 
interests in the unit, (2) raising new problems to be solved, (3 ) stimulat-
ing the child and preparing him for the unit activities, and l4) eliminating 
the break between in-school and out-of-school life. 
3:t 
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OLD l.I:Wr~ ':IOHl\S h OUSE 
*Historical Hackground 
Location of Site 
'l'he Ol d Iron :'fork s .ttouse is a darl~ brown colonial house loc a ted a t 
237 Central Street, Saugus, f.'lassachus etts, a s h ort ten minute walk from t he 
center of town. 'l'he famous old Tudor structure, surrounded by a picturesque 
flag-stone walk , is set bacl: slightly f rom the main road ; and -presents a 
startling contrast to t h e modern-homes which surround it. It is located 
almost directly opposite t h e lower mills, and faces the Saugus Hiver. 
Directly across the street from this historic house can be found the 
grass covered cinde r banks, which renain today a momenta to the Saugus iron 
era. One may find here the excavation v1l-.ich has already uncovered parts of 
t he original iron works forge • 
.History of Saugus lron VJorks 
.a. history of the Saugus Iron Vforks and of the Old Iron Viorks liouse 
is given here so t fiat the teacher may judge, for himself, t he values to be 
derived frora an excursion to this site. 
If tl:e student of Saugus h istory is at first confused by t he terms 
" Sa ugus'' and '' Lynn," whic h seem to be used interchang eably, it must be 
remembered t hat during t he Colonial Period the present t~TilS or cities of 
Saugus, Lynn, Swampscott, Lynnfield, 1~eading, i'iakefield, and Nahant were 
*Information pertaining to the h istorical background of the Old Iron VIorks 
House is based upon personal observation and t he s ources lis t ed at t he end 
of t h i s c hapter . 
- I 
On november 15, 163?, by an act of I 
the Legislature, the name was changed to Lynn. 'l'he present town of Saugus I 
first combined under the name "Saugus." 
thus formed the west parish of Lynn until t he year 1815, when it became a 
distinct town. 
Since the site of the iron works is nov; in the present tovm of 
' Saugus, this author will use that name when discussing historical events 
either before or after the year 1815. 
In the year 1642, Captain Hobert Hridges, a Saugus man, took 
, specimens of bog ore to London; and t here formed the .Lron Viorks Company. 
'l'he original company consisted of eleven Englisbmen who advanced 1,000 
pounds to establish the works. bridges and another Saugus man, who was 
known as "..t!'an ner " Dexter, we r e among t he original promoters. 
Bridges and John Winthrop, .Jr., wL.o was a member of the orig i nal 
iron works company, arrived in Saugus with twenty indentured Scotsmen and 
a half dozen skilled iron wor kers frm~ Hammersmith, a suburb of London , 
England . They immediately f ell t() work constructing a f orge a nd bellows 
at t he head of tide ~·mter on the west bank of t he Saugus Hiver. 
a t the iron works was called ''B.ammersmith'' after t he home of the 
'l'he village 
English I 
I iron workers. 
1: On January 27, 1645 , Thomas 11Farmer tt Dexter sold land to Hicha rd 
Leader. 'l'his land was t he site upon which the iron work s was constructed • 
.tticllard Leader thus became the first general agent of the iron works, and 
held the post until 1651, v;hen John u-ifford became agent. 
'l'he iron worlcs was definitely established b y the year 164 5, and 
three years after t he iron workers arrived from England, the furnace was 
II 
producing from seven to eight tons of iron a ;~ek. The furnace was in I 
operation, however, only during the warm months, when the iron workers were 1
1 
able to use the available water power . 
'I'heir methods were crude, and the conditions under which they worked 
were difficult. Iron ore was extracted f rom marsh bog and oyster shells 
were used as a substitute for limestone. uak timber was reduced to charcoal 
and used as fuel. 
In spite of these difficulties, the Saugus iron workers produced a 
remarkably high grade of iron and their products were in great demand. 
'l'hey produced iron nails, hammers, hatchets, and even handcuffs and shackles 1\ 
Historical sources tell us t hat the iron workers once received a 
strange order. This order was the result of a series of strange events. 
Some time after the iron works went into operation, a vessel anchored near 
the mouth of the Saugus J:dver and a boat was lowered from its side. 'l'he 
boat contained four men who rowed up the river a short distance and 
disappeared into the woods. The inhabitants v.rere alarmed and collected at 
the water's edge the following morning to ascertain what manner of vessel 
was anchored t here. 'l'o their surprise, the vessel was gone and no trace 
could be found of the four men. 
l n the meantime, one of the iron vmrkers went into the foundry and 
found a note requesting handcuffs, shackles, hatchets, and other iron 
articles. 'l'he note designated a secret spot in the woods ••here the articles 
were to be left, and promised silver in return. 'l'he iron workers, sound 
businessmen that they were, wasted no time with questions; they fulfilled 
the order and left the articles in the woods as the note had requested. On 
the follovdn.a- morninf7 t he returned to the suot and recover ed t he ir 
:promised silver. 
It is generally believed· that these four men wer e pirates Vlho later 
returned to this spot and lived in the v.roods until captured by offic ers 
from a king ' s cruiser . Only one of the :pirates, Thomas 1/eal, escaped ; 
t he others '\'!ere taken to England wllere, it is assumE.d, they v;ere executed . 
'l'he leader of t he iron workers , Joseph Jenks, was a remarkable man. 
'l'he honor of establishing the first manufacturing industry in the New 
Horld, for the Saugus lron VJorks lays claim to that fame, seems an 
adequate monument in itself; but J enlcs was also renovmed a s an inventor. 
He is credited 1•Jith inventing a new type sawmill, a new tJ-"Pe of water 
wheel, and the modern scythe. he is also the man who cast the dies for the 
P ine '.L'ree Shilling , and was asked, by the Selectmen of Boston, in t he year 
1645, to manufacture a fire engine . There is some doubt about t he actual 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
~ufacturing of this fire engine, since t he b oston Selectmen only requested 
an engine and did not actually order Jenks to :produce one. However, it is 
generally felt that Jenks did compl y wit h this request, and, if so, he is 
di r ectly responsible for having :produced the first fire engine in iaoorica . 
I n }J.ay, 1645 , t he u-ener a l Court passed an order to the effect tha t 
the iron works was very successful, but even an order such as this could not 
make t he Sa ugus iron work s financially successful. Alt h ough the iron 
workers produced a hi gh g rade of iron, as ·well as sound, mod.ern iron 
implements, t he fact remains that the enterprise was a financia l failure. 
'l'he r eason for its fai lure seems to have been the excessive amount of 
l awsuits in whic 1 the company became involved. 
Adam .Hawkes ovmed a g r ant of land on whi ch the ore for t he iron VJorl:s j; 
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vms first discove red, and becaoe s uspicious of t he l ron idor lm l! ompa ny , 
whic h , he f e l t , intend ed to enc r oach upon his rights . He, and h i s 
ne i ghbor, '.i'l:~omas Dexter, v1ere l a r gely responsible for t he lawsuits wLich 
haras s ed t he I ron Works Compa.11y and drained t he profit from t he ir enter-
prise. 
In the year 1671, someone cut away the flood gates, and the iron 
works was destl!7oyed. 'l'he Saugus Iron Works never again went into operation, 
d but t here is a move afoot toda y to restore, for a t least hi s t orica l II 
11 purposes, the orig ina l iron works. 
-< .. t t he time of this v.rri ting , archaeolog ists have already uncovered 
the blowing- house sta ck , tail-race, forge sites, and numerous articles 
which are believed to have been produced by t he iron ·workers some three 
hundred years ago. 
'l'he sluice vmys, v;hicb run under Central Str eet , presented a problem. 
Be cause the archaeologists could not dig up the road , t he whole site could 
1 not be restored. 'I'he enti re proj ect was about to be abandoned when the 
1 Saugus Bistorical Society and a group of indignant citizens went before a 
Saugus Town Meeting . When t he meeting had ended, t he Saugus Iron \forks 
• vras saved . Central Street is nov·J being a ltered , and, when finished, lllill 
pass behi nd the Old Iron Vlorks h ouse. '!'he old section of Central Street 
may now be torn up and the entire site restored. Plans for the restoration 
cal l f or men and women, dressed in colonial garb, to be pr esent a t the 
restored site. When finished , the iron works should represent, v ividly , a 
11 J,1iO t ure of Saugus history . 
The ex cavation of the Saugus Iron VJorks i s being observed carefully 
I 
b y t he .f ... uerican I ron and Steel Ins titute which is lending financia l support I 
to the enterprise. I' The unearthing of the t•cradle of American steel industry'! 
'• 
i s of more t han passing interes t to American industrialists. S ince the 
d iscovery of iron ore sources, at Labrador and \.l.uebec , Canada , eng ineers 
have been predicting t he establisbm.ent of a stee l-making pl ant in New 
Engl and. It i s believed that this plant may be economically feasible within I 
tbree years. 
Thi s seems reasonable; New England's location, and the industrial 
advantages which it possesses, makes it an ideal site for a steel-making 
plant. 'l'his section of the countr;v affords an excellent location for steel 
exportation and for importation of coal from Norfolk, Virginia, at 
,, inexpensive water rates. 
'i'he l!'ederal government is now studying the possibility of establish-
ing a ;;;>25 ,000,000 iron industry in Vermont and at Portsmouth , New bampshire. ll 
If the results of present research indicate that New England can support a 
I 
steel-making industry, t h ere is every reason to believe that industrialists I. II 
will bring that industry back to Eew .England, where it had its birth in I 
1645. It is estimated that such a move would provide 50,000 jobs for I 
~~rican workers. 
i History of !!?& Old ~ Works House 
;l'he history of the Old Iron Yforks House has an interest all of its 
ovm. 'l 'his famous old 'l'udor structure was constructed by Thomas " l!'armer" 
Dexter in the year 1643. 
One cannot fail to be impressed by its massive, hand-carved timbers 
which were held in place, during an era in which nails were seldom used in 
It 
1 English oalc timbers, some of t hem at l east two fee t s quare, were brought to 
t h is country b y an Englishman who , ignorant of t he vast American forests, 
wanted to be sure that he would have enough lumber to frame the house. 
Historical accounts, unreliable during this epoch, do not actually substan-
tiate this story; and, indeed, if Thomas Dexter, a native to these shores, 
1 actually built the house, it seems unlikely tha t he would have made suc h a 
grave error. '.l'his author submits the story, therefore, for whatever it is 
' worth and maintains no claim as to its accuracy • 
. Another inter·esting aspect of colonial construction appears in the 
massive field-stone fireplaces of the Old I ron Works House. I t must be 
I remembered that, during the Golonial Period, fireplaces were constructed to 
serve the occupant s of the house in a number of •·mys , and were not as 
ornamentally used as they are today. 'l'hey served as a furnace which heated 
t he building, as a cooking stove, as a source of heat to dry out clothing , 
herbs, and seed corn, and probably a s a source of light to supplement the 
, feeble flickerings of a whale-oil lamp. It is a small wonder, t hen, t hat 
the Old Iron Works Tiouse boasts four huge fireplaces, some of them ten or 
t welve feet wide, complete with spit, warming shelves, and metal hooks on 
which to hang kettles and herbs . 
iiJithout a doubt, 'l'homas Dexter was an excellent craf tsman, and t he 
11 materials whicl~ he used were of the best. He , as one of t he original ovmers 
of the iron works, lived in the house for a short time, and eventually the 
title passed on to another. Historical accounts are vague as to the names 
of subsequent owners of the house~ but it is establis hed t hat 'l'homas Mansfield 
Jl 
eventually obtained possession of it , probably some time after the iron worksj 
II was destroyed by flood . 
\\ 
ir 
Sall y, who was the daughter of the third Thomas lvlansfield, married 
1: Captain 'l'imothy Davis from whom the title of the house passed to 
Andrew A. Scott. Walter Scott inherited the title from his father, and 
passed it along to George Niven, who in turn, passed the title along to 
' 
I' Wal l a c e Nuttin.D' of Fr amingham who was to pres erve t he house f or historical I o II 
P pur poses. 
Only a few years ago, t he Old I ron l'Jorks h ous e was the property of a n 
' I' 
ant ique deale r~ but t here was a move afoot, even then, to preserve it for 
I historical purposes. 'I'he Parson Roby Chapte r, Daught ers of the iunerican 
'I 
Hevoluyion, obtained title to the deed in 1942, and later turned it over to 
~~ the l:'irst Ironworks Associa tion which was formed on October 11, 1943. 'l 'he 
:1 Yirst Ironworks 4:1ssociation nov1 has a clear title to the house, and is 
'I 
1
1 anxi ousl~T looking forward to the day when the entire site shall be recon-
structed. 
Those people who vrere interested in t he r estoration of t he Ol d Iron 
V~orks l .louse were distressed some years ago when Saug us almos t lost t he house 
'· ent i r ely . 'l'l.e l a te Henry .t•ord of f err ed to pur chase t he house and to remove 
I 
1 it t o Dea rborn , r.~ichigan . 'l 'his s t artling news was the impetus whlch saw t he 
)) First Irommrks .1-l.ssocia tion fonned . 'l'hey immediatel y began raising funds , 
\\ and, with the aid of State and Gounty funds , soon matched the purchase price 
,of .i: 'ord . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
\' 
The Old Iron Horks Rous e now contains a number of interesting articles 
I 
'l relatine to t he Colonial Period . Most of the f urnishings, donated by 
II 
,:Mrs. Crowningshield of Marblehead and other :Massachusetts citizens, include: 
,
1
antique spinning w:beels, trundle beds, rifles and powder horns, whale··oil. . 
'l amps, hand-warmers and 
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moulds, neck yolks, candle reading lamps, tinder boxes, and hand churns. 
In a structure beside the Old Iron \'.iorim .t[ouse, , iron articles wll i ch 
have been recovered from the diggings, lie neatly catalogued. Many of the 
articles, which are over 300 years old, represent the Saugus Colonial Iron 
Era, and were originally produced for sale among the colonists. Other 
!I articles are the remains of the original iron works forge. 
II Diggers have already uncovered a tuyere, or pipe through which air 
was forced into the furnace, iron blocks, which were used to we i gh the 
metal, and sections of sow-bar, or large masses of solid iron; as well as 
1 nails, tools, cannonballs, and other iron implements . 
1: 
i: 
r 
II 
I! 
li 
II 
The Old Iron V'J orks House , steeped in rich historical background, 
looks ahead to the day when loving hands shall restore the appearance of 
its iifl.mediate vicinity, awaits patiently the day when the steel industry 
shall return to New England ; and stands , today, a s ilent lecture on histor y , 
architecture, and industrial enterprise - a true link between the past and 
the present. 
Excursion to Old Iron Works House 
11 Arcus ing I nterests 
I 
I 
I' 
Before the teacher takes his class on an excursion to the Old Iron 
1! Works House, he should arouse pupil interest in the intended excursion. 
i ~
\i ~his process serves two purposes: (1) it motivates the pupils to learn 
'i 
1! something about the site, and (2) i t leads, inevitably, to a class dis-
il 
I cussion of the site and t he main points which should be observed during the 
1: 
excursion. 
A straight-forward discussion of the Old Iron Works House and the 
1-
1 
I 
I 
il 
II 
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curiosities to be discovered there could hardly fail to arouse the desired 
interest of the class. 'l'he mere mention of the hardy pioneers, who 
produced iron along the banks of the Saugus Hiver in the days of the Indian, 
would be an interest magnet in its own; drawing the pupils firmly toward 
this source of information. A discussion of the carpentry, the antique 
spinning wheels, t he trundle be~~' and. the hand-carved wooden cradles it 
seems would be a s effective. 
Children, of elementary school age, love stories about daring pirates 
The teacher could, undoubtedly, raise interest in an excursion to the 0ld 
Iron ¥iorks House by discussing the episode in which the pirates landed in 
Saugus and requested the iron workers to produce handcuffs and shackles for 
them. 
Children of this age also become interested in modern machinery and 
manufacture. The teacher could well utilize this interest by a discussion 
' of the operation at the iron works 300 years ago, the implications of 
, present research on steel, and the present excavation of the iron works site 
,, 'l'he construction, necessary for the restoration of the site, should be, in 
itself, strong motivation for an excursion to this locality. 
Pictures of the Uld I ron Works House itself could be shown to the 
class and the similarities and differences between this house and the modern 
houses surroundihg it noted. 
Pictures of colonial furniture, similar to that found in the Old Iron 
'I ~Jorks Bouse, could be shown in class and discussed. 
I 
Pictures of ladies and gentlemen in their colonial dress could be 
exhibited in class. 'l'he teacher, or some member of the class, might even 
I 
I
ll 
II 
I 
• I bring into class old articles of clothing related to this period Of h1story •
11 
By these means, an interest in colonial cost Qme mi ght be aroused; and t he I 
desire to learn more of colonial li i'e initia t ed - a desire which would only I 
b e satisfied by a visit to this genuinely colonial setting. 
Curiosity questions such as: (A ) " :Have you ever.· seen a 300 year 
' 
old house? " , l B) i'Who,: knows how to make iron?" or (C) nHow do you think 
they built houses before nails were invented?;; should be effective means of 
beginning an effective excursion. 
Discussion~ Aims 
The activities, calculated to arouse pupil interest, lead naturally 
to a classroom discussion of the intended trip. J:i 'rom this discussion arises ' 
the aims of the teacher and the class in making the trip. 'l'he teacher will II 
find, listed below, a list of genera l aims or objectives which might apply 
to a class making an excur sion to the Old Iron Works .house: 
(A) 'l'o find out how iron was manufactured by the colonists. 
(B) To study colonial furniture 
(c) •ro understand the historic.al significance of the Old Iron 'Harks 
House. 
(D) To discover how the colonists cooked their food. 
(E ) To discover what the colonists ate. 
( l? ) 'l'o discover what books the colonists read. 
(u ) To discover what tools and eating utensils t he colonists used . 
(H) 'l'o observe t he manner in which the Old Iron VJorks House i s 
constructed . 
( I) 'I'o c omiJar e the construction of the Old Iron Works E:ous e to tha t 
of the modern house~ 
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(J) 
(L ) 
( L) 
(r ) 
rl'o ob serve the i ngenuity of col nia l inventions . 
I 
·r o not e wh i ch colonia l inventi on s e ave rise to modern inventions ~ 
'l'o realize the h i storical impor ance of the Saug us citi zens 
whose names are woven into the r istory of the 0ld I ron :'iorks 
h ouse. 
'l'o appreciate colonial hospital ty. 
To realize t he importance of the Saugus lron YJorks to mod ern 
industry. 
The Question blank 
'l;he foregoing aims are general; the specific aims or objectives can 
easily be incorporated into a question blank whic h the pupils will carry 
with them on the excursion, and which will be filled in by the pupils a s 
they are escorted through t his historic house . The purpose of t he question 
blank is to shar pen pup il perception , and to provide motivation f or learn-
ing. .L t consists of those questions sugge sted by teacher 0r· by pupil in 
the class discussion. A sample question blank is here g iven for the 
teacher planning a trip to the Old I ron l'{orks h ouse. 'l'he class may be 
divided into g roups; each g roup would then be responsible for a portion of 
the question blank . The various g roups t h en share t heir information during 
the cla ss discussion which follows the journey . 
'<t\UESl'ION Bl.J\1\TK 
.t'urnish i ngs 
1. ln the house you will find many metal lanps. 1' ha t fue l was used 
in t h e lamps during thi s period" 
2 . 
3 . 
together? 
4 . 
:iJ:-...a. t k inds of mat erial vmre used f or eating utensils? 
How are the boards and rafters of t he Ol d .L ron :for}:s House held 
:oy means of nails '? 
11.ow d i d the coloni sts make t heir cand les? 
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5. h ow did they make butter·~ 
6. 1·1hat was the purpos e of the ';neck yoke?" 
7. You will notice a candle enclosed entirely in a wooden cage, 
what was t he purpose of this arrangement? 
8. Describe the reading lamp. 
9. Li s t a few of the articles in t he house that seem modern or t hat 
gave rise to modern inventions. 
10. Hefore matches were invented, how did the colonists light their 
fires? 
11. How did the colonists tell time? 
12. Describe the canopy bed. 
13. You may have heard of a trundle bed, and you will surely see one 
when you visit the Old lron VJorks House. .De able to describe it. 
14. ~ihat was t he purpose of the traveler's beds? 
15. · ihat would you say this showed about the character of the 
colonists? 
16. v;hat was the purpose of the large bell placed above the front 
door? 
17. How many fireplaces are there in the house? 
18. Bow large are the fireplaces~ 
19. what was t he purpose of the metal shelves on the inside of the 
fireplaces? 
20. Describe the windows of the Old lron Works House. 
21. I f you will look at one of the cradles closely, you will find 
two holes in each side of the cradle. Vlhat was t he purpose ofthese holes? 
I 
I 
I 
22. Make a list of the book titles found in the Old Iron Works House. ll 
I 23. .IJescribe the hand-warmer • 
24. Nhat was its pur pose? 
25. Describe the foot-warmer. 
26. ;·/hat was its purpose? 
=-- --~-= --= --=-=----=-========= ==-====-== 
27. before the fireplace you will find clusters of objects that look 
like weeds. What are they called? What were they used for? 
28. What was the purpose of the powder horn? 
29. Why did the colonists eat from wooden bowls? 
30. Did you find any evidence to sh~v tr~t the colonists ever went 
skating? I f so, describe their skates. 
Historical Background 
1. Who designed the Old Iron Works House? 
2. V hy are the Oak 'l'ree and the Pine 'l'ree Shillings important? 
3. Vihat happened to t he iron works in 16?1? 
4. What connection did Henry :B'ord have with the Old I ron Works 
House? 
5. What was the purpose of the Birst Iron Works Association, Inc.? 
6. He able to list a few of the articles which were produced at the 
iron works. 
7. ~nere did the iron workers get the iron ore? 
B. How much iron was produced a week from the iron furnace? 
9. Vlhy did the iron workers need oyster shells? 
10. What do we use in place of oyster shells when we make iron now? 
11. Who designed the Oak 'free and Pine 'l'ree Shillings? 
12. \~hat was the first object produced at the iron works? 
13. Hhere is this object now? 
:E'ollow-.!:!12. Work 
lf the excursion has been carried out systematically and with the 
obj ectives in mind to this point, the pupil has no doubt received some 
benefit from it; but, unless the teacher follows up his advantage by 
additional work related to the excursion, he is passing up the very 
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opportunity toward which he should have been deliberately building . 
The follow-up work may be of the following types: (k) class 
d iscussion, (B) creative writing, (C) drawing , (D) drama, and {E ) related 
research, or may be a combination of any of these types. 1'he follow-up work • 
' for a n e xcursion to t he Ol d Iron Viorks House has been incorporated, by this 
a uthor , i nto t hree distinct unit s and will appear i n Chapter I I I . 
, Pertinent Information 
~'his author has attempted to list cert ain f ac ts pertaining to an 
excursion to the Old Iron Works J:iouse , with the hope that t hey will serve 
as an a i d to those teachers who v.rish t o take an exc ursion to t his site . 
Such facts include : (A) transportation , (b ) admission , and (C) visit ing 
hours at the Old Iron Harks h Ouse . 
'l'eachers of the Lynn area may take a bus (I;astern h'.lassacbusetts 
Railway Company) directly to Saugus Genter . ~uses l eave Lynn , for Saugus 
Center , at least once every half hour . 
'?eachers of the l.:lOs ton a r ea may take a bus \ Hapi d 'I'rans i t , lncorpora - 1 
II 
t e d) f r om Maver i ck St a t i on to Saugus Center, or a bus lEaste rn JV;assachusetts ) 
I 
t o Lynn f rom Haymarket t erminal and trans fer at Lynn. 
'i'e achers of the Everett, Malden, and Tii edford areas may t ake a bus 
11 (Ha.pid Tr ansit) from Malden Square to Saugus Center. 
' 
The Old I ron Works h ouse is open to vis itors daily from one to five 
'J.'here is a slight fee for a conducted tour of t h e Old Iron V'orks 
House (under the guidance of l.v1iss Louise hawkesj of ten cents a pupil. 
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Answers to ~uestion ~lank 
~·urnishings 
l. Hhale oil 
2. .Lron, pewte:n.-, and hand-carved wood 
3. l'w, with wooden pegs. 
4. The wicks were placed in candle moulds and hot wax poured in 
, afterwards. 'i'hey were then hung on spikes to dry. 
5. bY a hand churn. 
6. To carry in milk and water on their s houlders. 
?. '.i'O keep the children's hands from the candle flame. 
8. lt was a tri-pod with a cross piece. A candle was mounted on 
either end of the wooden cross piece, whi ch could be raised or lowered to a 
sui table level. 
9. Heading lamp, folding bed, flat irons, clock jack, ice skates, 
and waffle iron. 
10. ~·rom tinder box - flint and iron. 
11. hour glass, or sun dial. 
12. .~! 'our-poster bed with a canopy which covers the upper half of the 
bed. Jointed near the top of the bed so that it can be folded against the 
wall. 
13. A small bed slightly narrower and s horter than the average bed. 
· Used by the children. Wr~n not in use it is placed under an ordinary bed. 
14. Used for walking travelers who were unable to reach t heir 
destination by nightfall. 
15. ~hat they were hospitable people. 
16. It was used to warn the workers of approaching Indian marauders. 
l?. .l! 'our 
18. Very large - about ten or twelve feet wide 
19. To keep the food warm and to dry boots. 
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20. Small diamond shaped panes alternating purple and clear glass. 
21. So that it could be suspended from the ceiling. 
22. Scotts Lessons, Anatom_y ~ Physiology, u-oodwins 'l'own Officiers, 
Springs Essays, Hibles. 
23. A small, perforated metal box. 
24. Hot coals were placed in the box and supplied warmth for a 
person's hands. The hand-warmer was carried, by the colonists," to church 
during the winter. 
25. 'rhe foot-warmer was a larger perforated box very similar to 
the hand-warmer. 
26. 'i'he colonists carried them to church and placed their feet on 
t hem in order to keep warm. 
27. herbs. l:! 'or medicine. 
28. 'l'he gunpowder for the colonists' guns was keptin them. The 
end Of the horn was plugged with a wooden peg so that the powder would not 
be spilled, and a strap was fastened to the horn so that it could be carried 
over the s houlder. 
29. Because i t was so expensive to bring t heir own eating utensils 
over to this country from England. The bow·ls were hand-carved by the 
colonists. 
llj r ron wood 
30. Yes, there is a pair of antique ice skates hanging in t he Old 
~·.: arks House. 'l 'he foundation of the skate was nothing but a piece of 
to which was fastened an iron runner . 
Historical Background 
1. Joseph Jenks 
2. The dies were cast by Jellies, and the coins were the first to bear 
jthe narne of Iv~ssachusetts without any reference to the King or to the throne. 
3. Someone cut away the flood gates and destroyed the iron works. 
4. .H.e bought t he Old Iron l'lorks house, intending to have it removed 
!110 Lrreenfield Village. 
5. They set about ra1.s1.ng funds to repurchase the Old Iron WorJ:~ s 
House from h enry Ford, and, with the help of the state and county, finally 
bucceeded in matching his purchase price. 
I 
/! 
I 
6. Chains, plow irons, scythes, kettles, coins, bells, handcuffs, 
shackles, and nails. 
7. 1rrom bog iron found along the marshes and in the woods. 
8. .r·rom seven to eight tons a week. 
9. The oyster shells were melted along with the ore to purify it. 
10. Limestone is now used instead of the oyster shells wbbch the 
Saugus iron workers used. 
3. 
4. 
11. ~lizabeth Jenks 
12. An iron kettle 
13. 1 t is now hang ing in the Lynn hlblic Library. 
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Three Units 
Cff.APTER IV 
IN'l'RODUCTION" 
The three units which appear in this chapter are to be 
used in connect i on \·rith a school excursion to the Old. Iron \•larks 
house at Saugus, lv!assachusetts . They are to be correlated 'I'Tith the 
actual experience of the excursion, and. should provide tl1.e foll0\1-up 
\lOrl..: necessary for the completion of a successful excursion . 
The ed.ucational possibilities of these units are ruult.id.inous . 
The "rise teacher vrill, therefore , probably d.iscover other areas of 
language arts, or other classroom activities , vrhich mi ght profitably 
be used i n connection Hith t '1e units . 
This 'ilriter has attempted to provide for ind.ivid.ual 
differences \·tithin the classroom. For exar11ple , activities marked ( *) 
are designed for a low level of ability and should be easily carried 
out. by all members of the class . Activities marked (#) are harder, 
and should be performed by the better-th an-average pupil . Unmarked 
activities are tl1.e most d.ifficul t . The teacher should guid.e each 
pupil i n the se lection of activitie s on his O'l'm level of ab ility. 
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UNIT ONE - THE MODERN NEllSP.t.PER 
Our country, since t he Colonial Period , has expended 
treme .dously, both in s ize and population . Today, despit e the 
distance 'llhich separate s its citizens from one another , current 
events in our nation, and i n the >·ror ld in general, are readily 
avai l e~b l e . The Americru1 neii spaper has done much t o make this 
poss ible . 
Delimitation of t he Unit 
1. Our covntry , today , i s much large r than it "'as during 
the period. of the Old I ron lorks House • . 
2. Although ou · covntry is larger tod ay t h ru1. it \'Jas during 
t .e Colonia l Period , the citizens are not as isolated. as 
they Here t hen . 
a . Mod e rn meru1.s of travel enab le t he American 
cit ize11. to increase the rad.ius of' h i s social 
act i vities . 
b . The telep' m1e serv ic e of today makes 
communicat io~ b et1·1een distant .. cit i es 
possible . 
c . The te l egraph service ma"{es 8,.,ut 
communication pos s ibl e . 
d . The present a ir-. ai l systeL.l make s 
coiDJ.nunication of ne-vrs poss i ble at an 
early d.ate . 
:;l -.-:ton Ur~~rt:!f 
j.choo! of Edu::. tion 
U! ·~e''V 
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e. 'i'he t el evision and radi o enab l e t he H..ID.erican 
citizen t o r eceive news quickly . 
f. '.rhe mo~: ern periodicals bring cm~rent events 
to ea ch home . 
3 . One of the most important of moder n pe riodicals i s the daily 
newspap er. 
4 . 'l he modern da ily newspaper devotes itself t o certa in i mportant 
events . 
a. Hlost da ily news pape rs devote t h emse lves to wor l d events . 
b. il'lO St daily ne vrspapers devote t h emselves to local 
and national events. 
c. Most daily nevmpapers d evote themselves to social 
events. 
d. f.,J.ost daily news papers devote t h emselves to sporting 
events. 
e. J:..1ost daily newspapers devote t h emselves to events 
of birth a nd death . 
f. Most daily newspapers devote tbemselves to lega l 
events. 
5. "i'he modern daily newspaper is comprised of certain sections or 
columns. 
a. r.Ios t newspa pers have an editorial section. 
b. k ost newspapers have a s norts section. 
c. Most newspapers have a society section. 
d. Most newspap ers have a comic section. 
e. f•lost newspapers llave a classified advertising 
section. 
f. 1".1ost newspapers have a loca l n ews colunm . 
g . Mos t newspapers have an obituary column. 
6. 'l'he modern daily newspape r sometimes conta ins: 
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b. Columns by famous columnists and commentators. 
c. Crossword puzzles. 
d. l~dio and television schedules. 
e. Weather reports. 
7. Local newspapers do not devote themselves e:x:clusi vely to local 
news. 
B. 'The public sometimes submits articles to the daily newspaper. 
9. 'l'here is a tremendous expense involved in the publication of a 
dail;y news paper. 
a. Almost every contributor to a daily newspaper 
is reimbursed b y the paper. 
b. 
'I .t.ie porters are sent, by the paper, to distant I 
cities with expenses paid by the paper. ' 
c 1'he printing, itself', is expensive. 11 
10 . .i~l~hough the daily newspaper is expensive to produce , it can be I 
1 sold very reasonably. ·I 
a. i'iewspapers are sold to a very l a rge public~ 
b. Advertising helps cut down the selling price. 
Indirect Learning Products 
1. An understanding of the labor involved in the publication of the 
modern daily newspaper. 
2. Skill in locating certain events in the daily newspaper. 
3 . .im appreciat ion of the speed and ease with which the iunerican 
public receives its news through the medium of the daily newspaper. 
I! 
II 
II 
4. J.~ desire, on t he part of t he pupils, t o r ead the daily newspapers. 
I' ! 
'! List of t·da. t er i a ls and Heading for 'l'eacher' s Use Only 
1. .!:Heyer, 1Hillard Grosvenor, Nevmpaper 'Uiri ting and Ed iting , 
h oughton ivdfflin Company, J:ios ton, 1932 . 
2. l:lond, ..i:' 'raser .r·., b reaking I nto !Jrint, l1'1Cli-r aw- Hill Book 
Company, I nc., New :t ork , 1933. 
II 
il 
I 
II 
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3. Dana, Charles A., ~ .t1.rt .£!. .N ewspaper Making, .LJ . Appleton 
and Company, .New York, 1895 
4. Irwin' 'ifill' .Propaganda a nd the rl ews' Mcl.Traw-.tiill b OOk 
Company, J.nc., l•lew :tork , 1936. 
5. Lee, ;:fames l\'lelvin, h i s tory of Ame r ican Journali sm , 
Houghton i:J1i f flin Company , .dos t on, 1917 . 
~Unit Assignment. ('i'entative t i me a l l otment , four weeks ) 
.. t-~.. introduc t ion 
A cla ss dis cussion of the r ecent excursion to t he Ol d Iron Nor~<::s 
House cent erin g about the f ollowing Ques tions: ( 1) l:J:o;a l a r ge vra s our 
count ry when the i ron VJ·orlcs f i rs t began operr:ition? { 2 ) .How large i s i t 
tod ay? ( 3 ) /fby do you t hink it vras hard or easy for t he iron workers to 
hea r neus about the other colonist s? l4 J .rww qui ckly do vie r eceive news 
today? and \ 5) Eow do we get our news? 
J.t is inevitable t hat the daily newspaper will be mentioned during 
the discussion. At this point the teacher may ask how many pupils would 
be interested in learning more about t he daily newspaper. He may suggest 
t hat, if the pupils are really interested in learning about newspapers, 
the class may study about newspapers and publish a modern paper about the 
Old J.ron Works House. 
B. iuestions for lndividual Study and J.nvestigation 
-Y"ou may find the answers to the follmving questions by reading daily 
newspapers, by questioning your parents and other adults, and by reading 
the selections listed at the end of this unit. :tou must do every exercise. 
1. Study some of the daily newspapers and make a list of the items 
which we find in it. Copy dovm this list and be prepared to report your 
findings to the class. 
2. h ow much does the modern daily newspaper cost? 
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3. ~f you read your newspaper closely you will find, under the title 
of many articles, the author's name. 
a. Copy down the name of every author you find in 
today ' s paper. 
b • .i::low many names did you find? 
4. List articles in your newspaper which are sent in to the news-
paper by the public. 
5. Does t he newspaJ_)er J_)ay for these articles, and if so, hovJ much 
does it pay·.r 
6. ~f the neviSIJaper pays each author of a story, each columnist, 
each cartoonist, and each person who sends in stories t o the paper, how can 
they possibly sell the paper for such a low price? 
7. Under some of the articles in the daily newspaper you will find 
the name of a place and initials, for example: 
ttTibet Beseeches U N 'i'o Halt Invaders" 
Lake Success (AP) 
a. Vfuat does ''Lake Success" mean? 
b. What does (.AP) mean? 
c. How do the newspapers get stories from other states? 
8. Interview as many adults as possible in order to find the ansl'lers 
to the following questions: 
a. Hov1 many people read a daily newspaper? 
b. Do any people read more than one daily newspaper? 
c. Which daily paper does each person like best? Why? 
9. On the basis of the inforrr..ation which you just received (question 
8) would you say that there is any difference between one newspaper and 
another? 
10. \Vhat is the purpose of the headline? 
11. Does the editor of a daily newspaper have anything to do with the 
type of news in that paper? 
12. Can we believe everything we read in the newspapers? 
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13. List all the jobs available on a daily newspaper . 
14. See if you can find any m.istakes in a daily newspaper. 
*C. Optional and J:telated J?..ctivities 
Heading 
'l'he following reading selections will help you to do the required 
exercises in this unit, and will help you to understand the organization 
of the daily newspaper. ·l·he selections are organized according to subject 
matter for your convenience. The selections in LTroup 1 are difficult to 
read; the selections in LTroup 2 are fairly hard to read; the selections in 
uroup 3 are easy to read. Head at least one selection. ~ou may read as 
many of the selections as you wish. 
~ the .Newspaper .!§.. Printed 
1. hOViT the ~·i orld urov1s Smaller by Daniel and Dorothea .oeeby, p. 260. 
\ ~roups 1 and 2) 
2. Social Studies (Book 1) by Herbert Bruner and Mabel Smith, pp. 331-349. 
(Groups 2 and 3 ) 
3. Peter's Story ll-oes ~ Press by Olive Hurt. (Group 3) 
4. Your Daily Paper by J"ohn J!, laherty, (Lrroup 1) 
5. Modern Mercuries by Lloyd ueorge and James Gilman, pp. 69-85. (Group 1) 
6. Extra! Extra! by Louis Hazam, (G-roups 1, 2, and 3) 
7. Manufacturers by W. F'. Rocheleau, pp. 184-207. (Groups 1 and 2 ) 
8. 'l'he ~~!!_ Messengers by Hanson Webster, pp. 225-237. ( L'rroups 1, 2, 
and 3 ) 
9. 'l 'be Newspaper in .American Life by Walter Wittich, p. 24. (uroups 1, 2, 
and 3) 
*Do all starred exercises. In this unit you may do as many of the other 
exercises as you wish . 
--·---------
-----==== 
Newspaper Positions 
1. Shooting the ~ by John Flaherty (about cameramen). (G-roup 1) 
2. ·zour Daily Paper by John Flaherty. (Group 1) 
3. News Workers by .Alice Keliher. (G-roups 2 and 3) 
History of ~Newspaper 
1. Man Conquers the World Vlfit b_ Science by William Nida, pp. 26~41. 
{u-roup 1) -
2. .l'eam Work in Colohial Days by Walter P utney, pp. 208-217. (Lrroup s 1, 
2, and 3) 
3. 'I'he Vlorld's Me ssengers by llanson Webster, p. 237, (Groups 1, 2, and 3) 
WJagazines About Newspapers 
1. .building .runerica lV!agazine_, Vol. 1, no. 5, February 1936. 
2. Build ing America llfiagazine, Vol. 3, no. 1, October, 1937. 
~Language 
*1. Make a shor t speech to the class t elling them why you think y ou 
would be a g ood editor, artis t or photographer, or proof reader. J!.,ollow 
t he r ules on Page 8 of English Gr ade i for a good ora l talk. If your talk 
is good , you may be elected to that job by t he other members of t he class. 
# 2. Pretend that you are an editor . Make a telephone call to a 
member of t he class who is, we shall say, a reporter. 'l'ell biL1 t o ncover" 
the Old Iron Works house . :Oe sure to tell hin vrhy it is important. Follow 
tl.te rules for a polite telephone conver sation, pages 78- 80, in English 
G-rade 4. 
3. Make a s hort speech to the class telling t hem why the restoration 
of t he Ul d .Lron Works House is important to the town of Saugus. 
*4 . .l!amous newspapermen are often a sked to speak before public 
gat hering s. :tou are a famous newspaperman who is g oing to give a t a l k about 
J oseph Jenks to t he Saug us Historical Society. Tell the class why Je:nks was 
famous. 
Uritten Language 
*1. \Iri te a business letter to your favori t~ newspaper ask ing for a 
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job. Tell whether you want to be a reporter, ~~;Jolumnist, editor, photographe , 
printer, etc. l.:ie sure to tell why you think you could do a good job. These 
letters will help decide which job you will have on the school paper. 11' 
you do not know how to write a good business letter see: English Grade ~' 
pages 81, 84, and 85. 
//:2. .Perhaps you will be a reporter for a daily newspaper. .i:i.eporters 
must be brief and to the point. "dri te one good paragraph for your newspaper 
describing one piece of furniture in the Old lron Works h ouse . lf you are 
not sure h~fi to write a good paragraph, see: English urade ~' .Pages 91-94. 
3. \J rite a short newspaper account of the work now going on at the 
iron works site. .be sure to tell how many people are digging , what they 
have already found, when the iron works will be finished, etc. :x:our story 
must have a title; if you do not knov1 h ow to write a good title , see: 
English Grade 4, pages 16 and 19. 
*4. vlri te an editoria l telling wLy the iron works was important. 
#5. Write an account for your newspaper t elling how the colonists 
heated t heir houses. 
6 . Y.fri te an account for your newspaper telling what sort of light 
the colonists used. 
7. Write a story for your n ewspaper about J oseph J"enks . 'l'ell who he 
was, why he came to Americay, why he became famous, -etc. 
*8 . \'lri te an article for your newspaper describing the furniture of 
the Old Iron \forks House . Tell what it look s like and how it was used. 
Democratic Procedure 
*1. Elect one pupil to act a s editor of your newspaper. He will 
organize the committees and direct the publishing of your newspaper. 
*2. Elect four or five 
graphers f or your newspaper. 
pictures for it. 
good art pupils to act a s artists and photo-
'l'hey will design our paper and draw the 
*3 . Elect three or four pupils who know their English well to act a s 
proof -reader s . 'I'heir job will be to discover mistakes in your papers and 
show you how to correct them. 
*4 . Ele ct three pupils v1ho a re good , neat writers, t o act a s printers. 
'rhey will print (in upper and lower case letters) the stories whic h •·re 
sele ct for the newspape r and make a copy for our duplicating machine. 
---= =--H-=======-=======~ 
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Spelling 
*l. Vihy does a successful newspaper ma n have to ¥.now how to spell? 
In studying about the Old Iron 'forks house, you met the following words: 
a. colonial n. pirates 
b. historic o. invent 
c. Tudor p. engine 
d. industry 2. destroy 
e. oyster r. s helves 
... furnace l. • s. produce 
g. antique t. weigh 
h. furniture u. uncov er 
i. cinder v. tools 
j. bellows w. nails 
k. ore x. appearance 
l. hammers y. present 
m. hatchets 
Study these words, following the rules found on page 25 of English 
bee. Urade 4, and be prepared for a spelling 
2. .i!'ollow the rules on pages 12 and 34 of Correct Spelling and pages 
52-54 of l!;nr;Lish lirade .i• :Put t he words in the above question in · 
alphabetical order. 
# 3. oome of the words which you have met in your study of the uld 
I ron ~r: orl".s h ouse are new words, and you may not U+i.derstand them all. ' A good 
newspaperman has a good vocabulary. l'iri te down the defini t~on which you 
find in the dictionary for each of the following words: 
a. structure i. manufacture q. import 
b. excavation j. actually r. site 
c. original k. excessive s. massive 
d. constructed 1. restore t. reliable 
e. extracted m. abandon u. occupants 
f. inhabitants n . altered v. obt a in 
g . request o. entire w. preserve 
h . modern p. export x. purchase 
*4. ~n your s tudy of the daily newspaper you have probabl y met many 
vwrds which you cannot spell correctly . Study the following words ace ording 
to t he r ules on page 25 of English urade .i• 
a. editor 
b. colunm 
c. report 
d. section 
e. newspaper 
f. article 
g . event 
h. t elevision 
i. expense 
j. public 
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Art 
*1. Draw a picture of the Old Iron Works Rouse as it looks today. 
Shade the picture in black and white. 
2. Draw a map of Saugus Center for your newspaper. Show what route 
a person would take from the center to the Old Iron ~/orks tiouse. 
Draw a picture of the iron works site as it looks now for your 
newspaper . 
*4. Draw pictures of some of the furniture in the Old Iron 'f'Jorks 
Hous e for your newspaper . '.L'i tle each picture in upper and lower case letters 1-
5 . Draw a plan of the iron works site . Pages 65-67 of Visits 1.!!. 
Other Lands will show you how to draw your plan to scale. :Pages 42 and 43 
of the same book will show you how to shovl direction on your plan. 'l'he best 
plan will appear in your newspaper when it is published. 
Evaluation 
A. Subjective evaluation: 
1. Did you enjoy your study of the newspaper? Why or why 
2. Did you enjoy studying the newspaper by the unit method? 
l,Yhy or why not? 
3. Do you think you learned as much by this method as you 
would have learned by the regular method? 1'Ihy? 
4. Did you enjoy writing articles about the Old Iron Works 
Hous e? ···Ihy? 
5. Did you enjoy talkine ab out the Old Iron Tiiorks House? 
Vihy? 
6. Did you enjoy drawing pictures and making maps and plans 
of the Old lron ·works l:iouse~:' Uhy or why not? 
7. :Uid you learn anything about newspapers'? Vfhat? 
8. Now t hat you know what sections and columns are found in 
the daily newspaper, could you find an article in today's newspaper any 
easier than you could before we studied about papers? 
9. Did you ever read a newspaper before we started our study 
10. Do you t hink you will read newspapers novr? .ihy or why 
' I 
I ~ 
·I 
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11. How could we have improved our unit about newspapers ·~ 
B. Objective evaluation: 
Essa;y: 
1 . Name as many sect i ons or colwnns of a da ily newspaper as 
you can . 
2 . How many jobs are t here on a dail y newspaper? l'iame as 
rr..any of them as you can. 
3 . What does the (.:IP) under t he title of a story mean? 
4. lJo you think it costs mucl! to publish a daily newspa:!)er? 
'l'ell why it does , or why it does not . 
5 . G-ive full reasons why the daily nevvspapers can be sold 
for five cents . 
Multiple-Choice 
1. Some of the following wor ds , dealing with the daily news 
papers , are misspelled . When you find -a word that is spelled incorrectly , 
write the correct form of t hat word beside t he misspelled word. 
a. editer e. article 
b. colum f. telivision 
c. report g . pub lick 
d. section h. expense 
2. If you were interested in reading about the Sat~us­
Peab ody football g ame you most likely would read: 
a . the society section c. the sports section 
b. the obituary column d. the editorial section 
3. If a friend of yours had been recently married and you 
wanted to read an account of the marriage you most likely would r ead: 
a. the society section 
b. the classified 
advertising section 
c . the editorial section 
d. the sports section 
4 . If you wished to find out what time a certain funeral 
was to take place you most likely would read: 
a. the society section 
b. the obituary column 
c. the editorial section 
d. the classified 
advertising section 
5. If you wish to find out wha t events were going to take place 
in Saugus tonight you roost likely would read: 
a. the obituary column c. the editorial section 
b. the _weather report d. the local news column 
Completion 
1. '.i.'he Ame rican citizen receives his news directly from the __ _ 
----------' or ---------
2. Much of the news is contributed to tl::.e paper by local reporters . 
Other current events find their way into the nev1spaper office by means of 
__ , 
or ----• 
3 . A newspaper is called a ------- · 
4 . 'l'he merchants help cut down the s elling price of a paper by their 
-----· 
5. '.L'he purpose of the headline is 
-----
6. 'l'he person who is responsible for the viewpoint of a daily news-
paper and the type of news in that paper is -----· 
7 . A person who reads and corrects mistakes in the articles which are 
submitted to a daily news paper is called 
-------
8 . 'de should always use our own judgment when we read a daily n ews-
paper because -----
9. If there is a bank robbery in San .tt'rancisco, a Boston newspaper 
need not send a man to San Francisco to report the story because --------· 
10. Even i f you lived in Lynn, you might want to read a Saugus news-
! paper because ----
1. 
5. 
1. 
TESTINLr KEY 
Unit One 
Essay 
Editorial section, sports section, comic section, classified advertising 
section, obituary column, local news column, etc. 
Heporter, photographer, editor, proof-reader, columnist, commentator, 
artist, etc. 
lt means Associated Press and that the story has been sent to this 
particular daily newspaper by that agency. 
Yes it does, because the newspaper must pay salarieS to its employees, 
send reporters to distant cities, pay the public for certain contribu-
tions, and pay a large sum for the printing of the paper itself. 
'l'he daily newspaper can be sold for a reasonable rate because it is sold 
to a very large reading public, and advertising pays a large portion of 
the original cost of printing. 
Multiple-Choice 
a. editor e. article 
b. column f. television 
c. report g. public 
d. section h. expense 
2. c. the sports section. 
3. a. the society section. 
4. b. the obituary column. 
5. d. the local news column. 
Completion 
1. Radio, television, or periodicals. 
2. iviail , telephone, and telegraph .. 
3. :Periodical. 
4 . Advertising . 
5. 'l'o arouse the reader's interest. 
6. 'l'he editor of that paper. 
7. Proof-reader. 
8. .Newspapers often make mistakes or are prejudiced. 
9. 'l'he story will be reported by a news service. 
0. All events in Lynn would probably be reported in the Saugus paper. Dail 
newspapers do not limit themselves to local events. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
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UNI'i' 'TIJO - Dlt,:JiiA .<>ND THE I RON i iOHKS 
~he average individual is, today, exposed to a variety of entertain-
ment media. He reads the newspaper, listens to radio programs , watches a 
variety of programs on television, attends movies, listens to concerts, and 
frequents the legitimate theat r e. 
'The drama plays an extremely important role in the present entertain-
ment world, whether it be in connection with the movies, the radio, the 
television , or the legitimate theatre; and is often highly educational as 
well as entertaining. 
Delimitation of the Qgii 
1. The average American draws his entertainment from many sources 
today. 
a. He reads books, newspapers, and magazines. 
b. He attends movies . 
c. he watches television programs. 
d. lie listens to the radio. 
e. he attends and participate s in s ports. 
f. rle at t ends concerts. 
g . He a t tends the theatre . 
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2. Drama plays an important part in the entertainment of the average 
person. 
a. He sees plays in the motion pictures. 
b. h e listens to plays on the radio. 
c. He watc hes plays on television. 
d. he reads plays in books. 
e. he sees pl ays in t he theatre . 
3 . Many of t he plays which a per s on sees on tel evision or in t he 
mov i es or li stens to on the radio are not of the highest literary calibre. 
a. 'I'hey are designed to appeal to a lov1 intellect . 
b. lvlany authors, forced to produce a different play 
each week for the radio or television, do not 
have time to do their b:.est work. 
4. Many people attend plays at the legitimate theatre. 
5. Plays are divided into sections or acts. 
6. Each act of a pl ay is divided into scenes. 
a. Scenes sometimes occur when the setting is changed. 
b. Scenes sometimes indicate a passage of time. 
c. 'l'he setting is usually indicated before each scene . 
7. Each play has a lis t of characters . 
a. 'l'he lis t of char acters te l l the occupation , 
title, etc. of the char acter. 
b. 'l 'he lis t of character s shows the rela tionship 
between the characters. 
8 . ~lays are written in dialogue. 
9. Stage directions are necessary in a play. 
I 10. Scenery is used in most plays to help the audience picture the ,scene vividly. 
11. The actors i n a play usually wear costumes. 
a. TI1e costume reflects the historical period 
of the play. 
b. 'rhe cos tume helps to identify the diff erent 
actors . 
c.e ·'t,._~ 
Indirect Learning Products 
1. An understanding of the labor involved in writing a play. 
2. An understanding of the labor involved in designing cos tumes a nd 
s cenery for a play. 
I 3. A bette r understanding of, and apprecia tion for, the leg i t imate theatre. 
I 
4 . A desire to attend plays. 
List ..Q.f. Jvmteria ls and Heading for l'e acher' s Use Onlv 
1. .uail ey , Ca rolyn G., .fl avs for the Child r en ' s Hour., Milton-Bradley Compa ny 
Springfi eld, l.1a s s ., 19 3?, pp. 3 -42. 
12 . Carlt on, Mabel M., and Carlton, Henry Y., The Spirit of Independence, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 192 6 , pp. VII-1.'Vl. 
~ · Collins, Lillian li' ., The Little Theatre in School, Dodd, Mead and Company 
l\few York, 1930. 
4:. Jagendorf, M • .A., One-Act Plays for Young Folks, Brentano' s Inc., New 
York , 1924. 
5 . :Macka y, Constance D. , How to Produce Child ren's Plavs, Henry ll.ol t a nd 
Company, New York, 1915. 
~. Viebber, James P ., and Yiebber, Hanson H., One- Act Plavs, :Eoughton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1923. 
The Unit .Assignment l'l'entative time allotment, four weeks) 
1 A. Intorduction 
A class discussion of the recent excursion to the Old Iron ;·iorks 
House centering about the follov11ing questions: (1) HoVJ did the live s of t he 
colonists, who lived in Saugus during the pe riod of t he old i ron works, 
d i ffer f rom ours t oday , ( 2) \'!hat do you s uppose t he y d i d fo r entert a i nment, 
anCI. ( 3 ) Vihat do we do f or ent e rta inmen t today? 
At t h i s poin t, the t eache r ma y list , on the b l a ckb oa rd , t he enter-
tairunent w:1i c is ava ilab l e t o t he a ver a r, e person today , and , when the list 
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is completed , show what an important part the elrama plays in our lives . 
B. ~~uestions for I nd ividual St udy and Investigation 
You may find the answers to the following questions by intervie••rinr,; 
your parents and reading the selections l isted in the reading section. You 
must answer every ques tion. 
1. How many acts are there in most long plays? 
2 . Do we ever find any plays t hat have only one act? 
3 . 'I'he acts of a play are usually divided into scenes. J ... ook over 
some plays and see han many scenes you can find in eac h act. 
4.. What was the smallest number of scenes that you found in one act ? 
~\fhat is the naTTie of that play? 
i 
I 
I 
5. lihat was t he largest number of scenes that you fauna. in one act ? 
v hat is the name of that play? 
ihave 
6. W4y do you suppose we need scenes in a play? 
? • J< 'ind the list of characters in your play. Why is it necessary to 
this list·? 
8 . What does the list of characters tell you? 
9. How do we know who is §peaking in a play? 
I 
10. Ar e plays written just like stories, except that they are divided 
into acts and scenes? 
11. I f t .t ere is any difference between the way in which story and play 
is written, explain what it is. 
12. Are t he re any quotation marks in plays? idhy or why not? 
I 13 . I f you were going to produce a play, how would you know what scenery was needed? 
14. How do the actors know where to stand on the stage? 
15. Hovv do the actors know where to move on the stage and what they 
should be doing? 
16. How do the actors know how they should speak their lines? 
17. Copy down a few directions which describe how the actor s hould 
sneak his lines. I -
18 . .ihy do you suppose vre need scenery in a play? 
19. 
in a play. 
List all the reas ons you can think of why costumes are necessary 
20 . Interview your parents and older friends to see how many of t hem 
I 
ave seen plays in the regular theatre. 
21. Interview your parents and friends to see if you can discover why 
flays that are given on the radio are sometimes not as good as those plays 
hich we see : in the regular theatre. 
c. Optional and Helated Activities 
Oral Language 
You must do all starred exercises. You may do any of the othe r 
exercises in which you are interested . 
*1. 1~e a short speech to the class telling them which incident, 
about the Old Iron Works House, that you would like to make into · a play. 
Tell them why you think this incident would make a good play. li'ollow the 
rules on page 8 of Engl ish Grade ~ for a good oral talic . 
""2. When you have written your play, be prepared to read it to the 
class. Hemember that the class will select the best play to produce. You 
can help by giving a good clear read ing. 
3. If you wish to have a speaking part in our play, be prepared to 
read a few lines to the class. Select lines spoken by the character in 
which you are interested. If you prove you are a good actor, yon may be 
selected by the class to play t hat part. 
# 4. 'l'alk over the matter of costumes •ni th your parents. 'l'hey may be 
able to give you some good ideas about costumes whic:-_ r epresent the period 
of the old iron wor~cs. If you have any ~oocJ i deas about home - made cost umes , 
be prepared to c;ive a talk to the cla ss on this subject . 
I /1 
II 'if 5. Jjave you ever seen a real play? 1 classmates about it . I f s o, you may want to tell your 
'I 6. Some of the plays that are being given today a re excellent; and, 
because so many people want to see them, it is almost impossible to get 
ticke ts. If your parents have seen one of these plays, such as South 
Pacific, be prepared to tell the cla ss all about it. 'dhere did the~r see the 
pl ay , in Boston, New York, or where? Were the tickets expensive? h ow did 
they like the play? 
I~iusic 
1. Many of the plays today have a number of songs in them. You may 
have an album of records at home from one of these plays. I f so, bring them 
to cla ss and play them on t he record player. A fevl examples of these albums 
South Pacific , Oklahoma, Kiss }tie ~' etc. 
J are: 
2 . r.lany of our famous a ctors .r.J.ake records of some of t heir important 
lines. If you bave an album of such records , bring it into class so t hat 
your classmates may share in your enjoyment. Maurice Evans, who has played 
many important roles on t he stage, has made records of some of his speeches. 
Written Language 
*1. Think up a good plot for your play. Write the plot down as 
briefly as possible. Your teacher will suggest ways in whic h you could 
improve the plot. J!,or our purposes, it is best that we only write a one-
act play. 
paper 
I need, 
*2 . After your plot has been approved, take one or two sheets of 
and work out the list of char acters , t he nU.r.J.ber of scenes you will 
t l:e se tting for each scene , and some of the conversat ion . 
I 
I vrrite 
"'3. Using the notes wtich you have taken ( exercise 2 ), you nay n ovr 
your play . 
I # 4 . When you knovr vrb.o the actors in your pla~r will be , you .r.J.aY want 
I to make out a program. be sure to tell who plays each part. 'l'here a re 
l
exam?les of good programs in English urade 4. 
. 5. You will probably want to invite your parents to our play. If 
so, write an invitation asking them to come. Be sure to tell them the day, 
the place, and the time. For examples of good invitations, see English 
Grade 4. 
# 6. If y ou enjoyed any of the plays you read you will want to s hare 
your enjo:yment with your classmates . 11'1ake out a readers' guide according 
to the rules on pages 152 and 153 of English Grade 4 for each play that you 
I 
read and enjoyed. .l:::le sure to write an interesting paragraph expla ining w~o.y 
, you enjoyed t he play. 
I 
•. • . .I 
jl Reading 
I In order to understand how plays are written , and to get a clear idea 
I 
II 
of the way in which the iron worker lived, you will want to read the follow-
ing plays . The plays in u-roup 1 are hard to read , the plays in Group 2 are 
fairly hard, and the plays in u-roup 3 are easy to read. You should know 
which group of plays you are capable of reading ; if not, your teacher will 
hel p you . :x: ou must read at least two plays in your own group, but y ou may 
r ead as many as you wish in addition. If you are interested in these . plays, 
Jrou may read every play in each group. 
lt' rom Little Acorns b y Jewell Bader and Maurice Kern 
''Writing a Play,u pp. 43-58 , l Uroups 1 or 2 ). 'l'his will show you how 
another class wrote a play. 
"-vie Offer 'l 'hanks, " pp. 131-146 , (G-roups 1 or 2). This will show you 
about life during colonial days . 
Flays for the Childre n's E£!g: by Carolyn Bailey 
•' 'l'abby' s Thanksg iving Doll," pp. 89-96 , \ Group ·2). 'I'his play will 
show you how the e a rly settlers lived. 
Six Pla~rs for Six u-rades by Carolyn Barr 
"His highness 1 h istory Lesson, " pp . 65-82, l u-roup 1). 'l'his play will 
show you how the early s ettlers lived . 
Plays for ~ Schoolroom by Sadye Berman 
"Revere, nancock, Adams : Patriots of the kevolution, " pp . 54-61, 
(Uroup 1). A play telling how the early Americans helped break away from 
England. 
"Patsy Becomes a P ilgrim Maid,'' pp. 126-136, (Groups 1 or 2 ). This 
play will show how the pilgrims lived. 
Historical P lays for Children by u-race Bird 
" John Smith , " pp . 129 -142, l Uroups 1 or 2). 'l'his play will show h ow 
early settlers lived and g ive you a look at the lndians. 
7:t 
I 
\ 'l'he Spirit of independence b ~" }la.ble and Henry Carl ton 
'I'his book is a long play about the .'l.llierican .rtevolut ion, t l.:Troup 1). 
Little Ameri can Histor:y: P lays for Little .a.mericans by Eleanore Hubbard 
"'l'he .i!·irst Thanksgiving Day," pp . 23-28, ( LTroups l or 2-) , Shows how 
the pilgrims celebrated the first 'i'hanJrsgiving . 
tti:)oft-Soap Day," pp. 29- 33, (Group 3). Tells what sometimes happened 
when the Indians went on the warpath. 
j ttThe Settling of tioston , " Pil• 34-41, (Groups 1 or 2) . 'l,ells how 
I Boston was settled. 
I ttThe Boston 'I'ea Party," pp. 61-65 , (vroup 3j. Tells one of the 
j important events which led to the Hevolutionary Viar . 
I !!J:-•aul Hevere's Ride," pp . 66-71, (LTroups 2 or 3). '!'ells how the colonis.ts knew that the J::lri tish were marching against them. 
•"l'he First in War,'' pp. 72-76., (Uroups 2 or 3j. 'l'ells the story 
about General <..reorge ';lashing ton. 
"Independence Day," pp . 77-80, (li-roups 2 or 3). rr ells why Vie 
celebrate Independence Day (July 4), and what happened on the first 
Independenc e Day. 
liistorical Plays of Colonial Days by Louise ~ucker 
1 
" i ill Encounter in the .l!' orest," pp . 56-59, (G-roups lor 2) • .a play 
about Colonial h assachusetts and the Indians. 
J ni:low the Indians Pla11ted Powder," pp. 101-107, ll~roups 1 or 2). 
I Sh ows tl-~e Indian during the colonial days . 
I "Indi a n G-ifts,n pp . 106-114, (li-roup 1) . 'l'his pla~r will tell you abou 
the I ndians 1'Jho lived in Anerica during colonial da ys . 
"Saturday Ni ght in New England," pp . 154-157, (Group 1) . This play 
will show you how the colonists lived. 
Little Dialog ues by Ella Powers 
"Four Little Pilgrim Maids, " pp. 19-22, (uroup 3) . 'l'his play will 
1 show you how the :Pilgrims lived. 
H'l'he Home Coming of Washington , " pp. 107-111, (ltroup 1) . Creneral 
George 'iiashing ton r e turns home after the Revolutiona r y Vfa r. 
" 'l 'he Dance of a Little Colonial li'Jaid, " pp. 113-119, (lTroups lor 2). 
ll 'rhis pla:>' will show you how the Puritans ·were supposed to act. 
I t•A l:irave Little Patriot,n pp. 130-13?, tlTroups lor 2). A play abo~t I a little colonial girl during the .t:tevolutionary lUar. 
1 Ari tbmetic 
l. ~ re will need a curtain for our play. Measure the stage to see 
h ow long this curtain must be. 
2. r.Jleasure, from the wire on which the curtain will hang to a point 
about six inches above the stage, to determine how high our curtain must be. 
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iT 3. .Lt may be necessary to buy material for a curtain. Usinc the 
measurements f or the length and height of t he curtain, fine how many square 
yards of ma terial we will need. Thi s i s called finding the area. Pages 
433-435 of r:Iod ern Sch ool .'1.ri thmetic will explain area. 
Democratic Procedure 
*l. Select the play which you feel is the best written one, and 
which gives the best picture of the Old Iron Harks house. 
'~' 2. Elect persons whom you feel will inake the best actors. You will 
have a good idea as to t heir acting ability after hearine them read their 
lines. 
3. Blect a dditional pupils to act as understudies . They will study 
a person's part and take over for t ha t person if he s hould become sick . 
:;:4 . b lect one pupil to act, with the help of y our teacher, as directo 
of the p l ay. 'I'his pupil must be an excellent reader. 
5. \'fhen we produce our play we will probab ly want to invite our 
mothers . ~!e will need ushers to show them t o a seat. .Lf you are not the 
di rector , and have no speaking part i n the play, you may apply for the job . 
Your name vdll be placed on the blackboard, and the class will elect two of 
you. 
6. f.i o play i s complete without· a program. l.!e will need two persons 
to pass out prog rams when we give our play. I f you are not t he director, do 
not have a speak ing part, and are not an usher, you may apply for the job. 
'J.'he class will elect two of you. 
*7. Se l ect the cover f or our program. 
*8 . Elect six of the best art students for the art committee . 
paint the scenery f or the play. 
'l 'hey 
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*9 . Select the best scenery drawings . 'l'hese will be painted on t he 
I scenery screen by the six people of the art cornmi ttee . 
I Spelling 
I . 
II 
*1. In your study of drama, you have met many worcls which you may 
not know how to spell. A playwright must know how to spell correctly. 
Study the following words, according to t he rules on page 25 of English 
Urade ~' and be prepared for a spelling bee. 
a. colonial n. entertain 
b. actor o. ticket 
c. scene p. records 
d. curtain q. plot 
e. screen r. progral!l 
f. produce s. invitation 
g. costume t. example 
h. theatre u. measure 
i. drama v. length 
j. section w. height 
k . setting x. area 
l. stage y. ust .er 
m. scenery z. committee 
I 
# 2. Follow t he rules on pages 12 and 34 of Correct Spelling and 
pages 52-54 of English urade 4. Put the words in the above question in 
I alphabetical order. 
II 
II 
"'3 . Some of the words which you have met in your study of the drama 
are new words , and you may not understand them all. A good playwright has 
a good vocabulary. Write down the definitions which you find in the 
dictionary for each of the following words: 
a. role 1. patriots 
b. dialogue m. Pilgrim 
c. design n. indepenoence 
d . character o. revolution 
e. quotation p . celobrate 
f . i ncident q . British 
g . repr esent r. encounter 
h. expensive s. Puritan 
i. albums t . determine 
j. plot u. detail 
k. approved v. audience 
4. Look up the above words in the dictionary. Shov¥ hovJ the words 
should be divided into syllables and pronounced . 
# 5. \·,'hen you studied about the Old Iron Works House, you probably met 
?4 
I!l8.Il.Y new words. You should learn h ow to spell these words correctly, so 
tbat you may write your play easily and correctly. Study the following 
vJords a ccording to the rules on page 25 of English LTrade !_. 
a. historic h . hatchets 
b. industry i. invent 
c. furnace j. weigh 
d . furnitur e k. uncover 
e. bellows 1. present 
f. ore m. colonial 
g. hammers n . engine 
~f 6. .t!'ollovling the rules on pages 12 CJ,nd 34 of Correct Spelling, put 
the above words in alphabetical orde r. 
lU't 
"'1. uesign a cover for the prog rar.1 of our play. '1.'he best cover will 
be selected by the class. 
*2. Draw at least one scene from our play . 'l'hese scenes will be d is-
played around the room when we give the play. 
f/ 3. As our play will p robably bave for a setting the time during 
which the iron works was in operation, we will need costumes that represent 
that time. ~ring into class, and display on the bulletin board, pictures of 
colonial ladies and gentlemen. 
4 . If you are interested in making a screen on which vve can paint 
scenery, your teacher v•rill s how you h at'J it can be done . Beca use it vrill 
involve muc:L, noise, this work must be done at home. 
5. If we are supplied ·with a screen, we will have to paint a scene 
on it. Design a scene on a regular piece of drawing paper, keeping ih mind 
that good scenery suggests the scene to the audience, yet is very simple. 
rlemember that our scenery will be five feet high, so do not include too much 
detail. l'he best drawings will be selected and painted on the fratlle. 
il 6. Bring pictures of colonial furniture into class. '1'hese pictures 
will be .displayed on the bulletin board and may help you design the scenery. 
?. If you have been elected to the art committee, sketch and paint 
the scenes, which have been selected by the class, on the screens. A good 
way to do this might be by scale. In other words, an object whic :r, is one 
inch h i gh on the draw·ing may be five or six inches hi gh on t he screen . 
Pages 65-67 of Visits in Other .Lands will explain how to use scale. 
I ! . 
'if 8. Draw a plan of the stage, showing where we will place our scenery 
hang our curtain, place our uprops, t • and marking out the area which we will 
use for exits and entrances. Pages 65-67 of Visits in Other Lands wi ll show 
you how to draw a good floor plan .. 
Evaluation 
A. oubjective evaluat i on : 
l. Did y ou enjoy your study of plays ':' 1/.ihy or why not? 
2. Did you en j oy stud~Ting plays b:. t he unit method ? 'tJ1ty or 
·why n ot? 
3. Do you thinlc you have learned as much this way:·as y ou 
would have if we had stud ied ab out plays in the regular manner? ':Jhy? 
4 . Did you enjoy writing a play about the Old Iron Works 
Why? 
5. Did you learn anything about writing plays? ~·fbat? 
6. Did you learn anything about producing a play? What? 
? • If you were to see a good play, do you think you would 
understand it better now than you would have before we studied about plays? 
8. Did you ever see any plays b efore we started our unit 
about plays? 
9. Would you like to see a g ood play? '.'ihy ? 
10. How could we have improved our unit about plays? 
B. Objective evaluation: 
Essay 
l. How does the average person receive his entertainment to-
day? Name as many of the ways in which he entertains himself as you can. 
2. Perl~ps you have never stopped to consider hmq many plays 
we s ee today. 1-ihere do we see, read, or hear plays? 
3. ~xplain the difference between a short story and a play. 
4. 'l'ell every reason that you can wh~r a play is divided into 
scenes. 
5. 'dhat does the setting of a play tell? 
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II 
6. ',;ibat does the list of characters tell us? 
7. l'fhy do the actors in a play wear costUTies? 
Multiple-Choic e 
1 . Some of t he following vmrds, deal i ne:; with the play , are 
misspelled . If you find a word that is spelled incorrectly , write the 
correct form of tb.at word . 
a . sceen f . tickit 
b. actor g . plot 
c . curtin h . exampal 
d . t heater i . entertain 
e . stage j. usher 
2 . 'l'he word "dialogue" means : 
a. act i ng c. directions to the characters 
b . conversation d. costumes 
3. 'l'he vrord 71 a lbum" means: 
a. a book for holding records 
b. a progr~ for a play 
c. a screen for scenery 
d. a part of a play 
4. I f you have a spe~king part in a play you will know how to 
~peak your lines if you watch the: 
a. audience 
b. setting 
c. stage directions 
d. list of characters 
5. Some of the plays which we hear on the radio are not as 
cod as those we see in the regular theatre because: 
a. the playwrights who write for the radio are no good, 
b. the playwrights who write for the radio are too busy 
to do their best work, 
c. the playwrights who write for the radio are not well 
educated, 
d. the pihaywrights who write for the radio do not have 
a large enough audience. 
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Completion 
1. ' Ie s ee plays on in and in 
---------- ---------- ----------
2 . ·~, fe hear plays on and the 
--------
3 . ~lays are divided into and 
--------
4 . J:ilost plays are divided into acts. 
5. ~ie find very fe••T quotation marks in a play because • 
-------
6. r;Jhat do stage directions tell the actors? -------
?. Each act of a play is divided into srr~ller sections called 
---------· 
1. 
8. Usually the only descripti on in a play is found in 
--------
9. 1101'1 does a playwright usually indicate a lapse of time? 
-----
10. \{hen we read a play , hem can we tell who is speaking? 
------
'rESTING KEY 
Unit Tvm 
Essay 
'l'he average person goes to the movies, reads books, newspapers, and 
magazines, listens to the radio, goes to concerts, watches television, 
watches or participates in sporting events, and attends the theatre. 
I 
II play~ rle read plays in literature, listen to plays over the r adio , and see on television, in the movies, or in the legitimate theatre. 
Unlike a short story, a play is divided into acts and scenes, there are 
no quotation marks in a play, there is no descr~ption in a play, except 
that furnished by the speaker; a play must represent a shorter duration 
of time than a short story, unless the passage of time can be indicated 
by acts and scenes; and the play consists entirely of dialogue. 
A play is divided into scenes to change the time, place, and mood of the 
action. 
'l'he setting tells the time, place and the occasion of the scene which 
follm;s; and indicates the scenery necessary for the portrayal of that 
scene. 
6. 'l'he list of characters tell what characters appea r in the play. It give~ 
us the name of the character, his title or occupation, and sometimes his 
relation to other characters in the play. 
7. The actors in a play wear costumes to impress on the audience the 
historical period of the :play , and to make the play !!lOre realistic to 
the audience. 
Multiple-Choice 
1 . a . screen f. ticket 
b. act or g . plot 
c. curtain h . example 
d . theater or theatre i. entertain 
e. stace j. usher 
2 . b . conversation 
3 . a. a book for holdine records . 
4 . c. stage directions 
5. b . the playv..rrights who v1ri te for the radio are usually too busy 
to do their best work . 
Completion 
1. Television , rnovies , t heater. 
2 . 'l'elevision, the radio. 
3 . Acts, scenes. 
4 . 'l'hree 
I 
11 5 . Everything except the direc tions are the direct words of the actor . 
11 G~uotation marks a r e unnecessar~r. 
6 . l'Jhere to stand, how to sa:' his lines, and h ow to move about the stae;e . 
7. Scenes 
8 . 'l'he scene descriptions. 
9. By changing the scene • 
• 0. The naBe of the speaker precedes his lines. 
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Chicago, 1927. 
Berman, Sadye A. , Plays for the Schoolroo!!l , Samuel :i?rench, l'J ew York, 193E 
Bird, G-race E., Historical Plays for Children, The Macmillan Company, 
New York, 1930. 
Brink , Carol H.yrie , Caddie Woodlawn, 'l'he f·i ac!!lillan Co:r.:tpany , New York , 
1945. 
Burack, .A . s., ~ l:Lundred Plays for Cl ,ildren, Play~, Inc., Boston, 1949 
Burleigh, Louise, 'l1he StUdz of the Theater, Harper and Brothers Publishe s, 
Hew York, 1929. 
Carlton, Mabel H. and Carlton, Henry l!' ., '.L'he Spirit .2[ Independence, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New ·~cork , 1926 . 
Hubbard, Eleanore, Little American History Plays for Little Americans, 
Benj. h . Sanborn and Co., Chicago, 1938. 
J·agendorf, M., '1\venty-.b·ive l'ion-Royalty Plays for Chilo.ren, G-reenberg: 
Publisher, New York , 1942. 
Kiss en , .i!'an , 'l'he Stra1~1 Ox, Houghton Mifflin Company , Boston, 1948. 
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Mackay, Constance D' Arcy, ~to Produce Children's Plays, Henry liolt 
and Company, l·!ew York , 1915 . 
k elcher, ~/J.arguerite r,ellows, Offs ta5e , Alfred A . Knopf , i\.ew York , 1 938 ; 
I)ov1ers , Ella Y.·I ., · Little_ Dialog ues , Educa tional Publishing Co!'lpany , 
boston , 1910. 
20 . Sloane, u-ertrude Larned , !El!, ~ .r·olk 'l'ales , E . P . Dutton and Company , 
.Lncorpora ted, i~ew ·york , 1942 . 
21. Stevenson, imgusta , The .ul a c k Pearl. h oughton 1.-Iifflin Compan~r , bos ton 
1940 . 
22 . Stoddard, Alexander J., .l:lailey, }.futilda and Lewis , William D., :B;nglish 
urade !_, "-illle rican ook Compa.'1y , New York , 1944 . 
23 . ·.1:aylor, Albert S. , Lrilmart in, John C. and .l:loylan, ~iilliar1 A. , Correct 
Spelling, (.r 'ourth Yea!'), :N oble and l'!_pble, Publishers, Inc., I'!ew York, 
1941. 
24. Tucker, .Louise :h! ., historical Flays vf Colonial Days, Longmans u-reen 
and Co., i'i ew York, 1912. 
25. White, i lice and 'l'obi tt, Janet, ~ Act ·.~.·rips Abroad, E. P . Dutton and 
Company, Inc., New York, 1941. 
UNTi' 'i':t-i.HEE - LrHEi1.'.L' j]\JVl!l-l'l'lO:NS ; 1.1.\ID DISCOVEP.IES 
The unit 
1 -----:;he average American, today, finds himself surrounded by numerous 
l abor-saving devices. In this mechanical age, his very existence depends 
pon the inventive genius of his forefathers. Btill, the average person is 
rone to take these inventions for granted; the telephone is an instrument 
l y means of which he transacts his business, the electric light, a household 
:fixture which he uses to light his home. Occasionally, he experiences a 
t iolent sto:rm or raging flood which destroys his lines of communication, and 
~rings transportation to a halt; only then, does he realize his dependency 
1r1pon machines. 
I 
'l'here would be no iron works in Saugus were it not for the 
innumerable inventions and discoveries which preceded it; the discovery of 
fire, the process of smelting iron ore, the invention of tools with vih ich to 
fas hion other tools; these are only a few of the prerequisites necessar~r for 
the establishment and operation of that plant. 
Many inventions sprang from that iron works itself; inventions which 
were inspired by previous inventions; inventions which later gave rise to 
new inventions. 
1. We come into daily contact with numerous inventions. 
2. . Iost people do not realize the significant role that these 
inventions play in our daily lives. 
3. People usually realize the important role that inventions play in 
our daily lives only when they must, for some reason, do without the.l!l. 
4. 'I'here would be no iron works in Saugus if there had been no 
inventions or discoveries previous to tha t time. 
a. The discover y of fire was necessary. 
b. The discovery of iron was necessary. 
c. The invention of tools was nedessary. 
5. Many inventions sprang from the iron works itself. 
a. Jenks invented a new type sawmill. 
b. Jenks invented a new tJ~e water wheel. 
c. Jenks invented the modern scythe. 
6. Iron, itself, was a necessary ingredient in many inventions. 
7. Iron vms used in the construction of the telephone. 
a. The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell. 
b. The telephone was invented by Bell long after the 
Saugus iron works had ceased operation. 
8. Steel is a stronger substance than iron. 
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9. Steel is made, today, b ~i the Bessemer process. 
a. 'I'he Bessemer process for making steel was 
invented by Henry Bessemer. 
b. 'l'he Bessemer process for making steel vms 
invented long after the Saugus iron works had 
gone out of operation. 
c. The Bessemer process consists of forcing air 
through molten pig iron. 
10. Coal is i~portant to the steel-making industry. 
a. 'l'he first coal discovered in America was 
discovered in Penns ylvania. . 
b. Coal was discovered in America a.ft or the 
Hev oly.t ionary ~'Tar . 
c. Coal vJas discovered in iunerica. after the 
Saugus iron works had ceased opera tions. 
11. .t:i.obert l•'ul ton was one of our great 1:1..merica n inventors. 
a. .i!'ulton was once an artist. 
b. .rulton invented the steamboat. 
c. Fulton he lped plan t he Erie Canal. 
d. .l!'ulton built a. steam warship. 
e. .cul ton built a. submarine. 
12 . Eli Uhitney was another 1-:..rnerican inventor. 
a.. Vihi tney invented the cotton gin. 
b. li"hi tney invented mach inery for turning out 
firearms by the mass production method. 
13. Samuel li'. b . J;lOrse was another great American inventor. 
a. iv~orse was a successful painter. 
b. l:1torse invented the telegraph . 
c. l'aorse sent a message, by telegraph, under vmter 
and believed that a cable could be laid under 
the Atlantic 
14. Thomas Alva Edison ·was a great 1:unerican inventor. 
a. Jl;dison made inventions which improved the stock-
ticker of that day. 
b. Edison invented the phonograph. 
c. .li:dison invented the electric light • 
d. Edison invented the electric motor. 
e. :t:dison invented the ear trumpet. 
f. J!kiison Dade many inventions which led to 
the making of motion pictures. 
Indirect Learning Products 
1. An appreciation for the labor involved in inventing. 
2. 1~ appreciat ion of the mru1y inventions and discoveries necessary 
for the operation of a single plant, such as the Saugus iron works. 
3. A recognition of, and appreciation for, the many inventions which 
surround us today. 
4. An understanding of the dependency of most inventions on earlier 
inventions or discoveries. 
5. An understanding of the approximate historical period during 
which we acquired a particular invention or discovery • 
.lli1 of Materials and Reading for 'reacher's Use Only 
1. Calahan, Harold A., Gadgets and 'Nrinkles, The Macmillan Company, New 
York, 1938. 
2. Chase, Stuart, Man~ liJT.achines, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1929. 
3. Iles, George, Inventors at Work, Doubleday, Page and Company, New York, 
1906. 
4. Kaempffert, Haldeman, ~ Pormlar History_ ~American Invention, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1924. 
, The ~ Assir.,nment ('l'entative time allotment, four weeks) 
A. Introduction 
A class discussion of the recent excursion to the Old Iron Works 
House centering about the following question: ''Wnen we visited the Old Iron 
Works Rouse, did you notice any inventions which we do not use now?" The 
class will probably list such i nventions as hand-warmers, foot-warmers, sun 
dials, candle snuffers, tinder boxes, and spinninc wheels. 
The teacher could then point out t hat most of these inventions have 
not been entirely discarded, but have been replaced b y newe r and more 
practical inventions . He could , b y the discussion , shov! how hanc1-war!'lers 
and foot - vJarmers were r eplaced , eventually , by e lectric or gasoline heaters , 
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how sun dials gave way to various mechanized clocks , and how the spinning 
wheel was t aken out of the pr iva te home, improved, and set to work in the 
mass production factory. 
He c oLtld display pictures of renowned inventors, explaininf. that t he se 
are but .a fe·w of the rn.en responsible for inprovin.s older inventions or for 
givine; us n evr inventions . 
'rhe teache r could tt:en sue;,c::est t hat , iJ~ the class is inter ested in 
inventions and the men responsible for t hem , t he class could stuc.y: 
(1) important inventions and discoveries related to iron working and {2) a 
few of the outstanding .~erican inventors. 
B. \.westions for individua l study and investigation: 
You may find the answers to the foliowing questions by observation, 
b~r reading the selections listed in tb.e reading section, and by sharing in 
your classmates' discoveries. You~ answer every Question. 
l. List as many invent ions as you can which we see and use every 
day. 
2. Were you surprised at the number of inventions which we use every 
day? 
3. Do you think that other people v10uld be surprised at the number 
of inventions which we use every day? 
4 . Ask your parents to list all the uses to which v1e put electricity 
5. !/!ere your parents surprised to realize how many things electrici t, 
does for us? 
6. Had your parents eve r stopped to consider how many things 
electricity does for us before you interviel!'·Ted them? If s o, 'Nbat made them 
think about it? 
7. List at least three inventions or discoveries which the iron-
workers had to own before they could start an iron works in Saugus. 
_j 
I 
8. ~i e have already learned about Joseph Jenks when we took our trip 
to the Old Iron Works House. List at least t wo t hi ngs that J enks invented. 
9. List as many inventions as you can tha t depend on the d iscover y 
of i r on. 
10. i/ho invented t h e t elephone? 
11. ilas the t e lephone invented during the time of the iron works, 
before t he iron works was built, or after t he iron works s topped turning 
out iron produc ts? 
12 . \'lha t is t he name of the process b y whic h we make steel today? 
I Who i nv ented it ? Vias i t invent ed before the iron works was built? 
I 
13 . Where was coa l first discovered i n Iunerica ? ;•jas it d i scovered 
b e f ore the iron works was buil t ? 
14 . You will study about one of t he follO\'ring i nventors : l<'ulton , 
Edison , .Horse , or Wnitney . Answer t he follovJine CJ.uestions about the 
inventor vrh ich you ch oose: 
a . 'N'hat was h i s mos t important invention? 
b. Di d he invent anything else? If so, what '? 
c. 1'las t Le discovery of iron necessary for t his 
person to produce his invention? Why or why not? 
c. Optional and Helated Activities 
Heading (Hequired) 
1. 'l'he Saugus iron works, of cours e, would never be built if fire 
wer e n ever discovered. '.l'he fallowing s torie s ; whicb you will find in the 
book u rea t }!laments in Scienc e , will t ell ~lOU about the d i s cover y of fi r e and 
how i t was made many years a go. Read both sele ctions. 
'"l 'he Age of .r'ire, tt pp. 7-9. 
" The Secret of l"ire liflaking, 1t pp. 9-14. 
2. As we have been studying about iron, you will want to read about 
the discovery of this metal. 1'he following story, in the book lireat Moments 
in Science, will tell you about this discovery. 
"The Hock 'i'hat ii;J.elted-Iron,u pp. 14-22. 
3. Coal is important in iron working . Head, in the book Great 
Homents in Science, t h e story tha t tells how and where coal wa s first dis-
covered in America. 
''A Century of Coa J., " pp. 136-14 2 . 
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1 4. l'/J.811ufacturers often use steel now in place of iron since steel 
I is muc h stronger the.n iron. 'l'he followin g story, in the book J!'ar.J.ous Inventor~ will show you how steel is produced. · 
I 
I "Henr jr Bessemer," pp. 77-84. 
II 
'/ 5. l.ron was used in the invention of the telephone. ln order to 
! lea rn h ow the telephone was invented, read at lea st one of the following 
I selections. The s tories labeled LTroup 1 are hard to read, the stories 
1 
labeled uroup 2 are fairly hard to read, and the stories labeled uroup 3 are 
I 
easy to read. Read t he story in your own group. You may read any or all of' 
the other s tor i es if you wish. 
1 Great :Moments in Science 
»lilaldng Iron 'r'aHc - 'l'he Telephone, " pp . 240-24 6 , ( LTroup 1 or 2) • 
Famous l.nventors 
·'Alexander Graham. .Dell, " pp. 95-100, {Group 1). 
I . 
:Famous Uays in the L: entury ~f .Lnvention 
"Long-distance 'l 'alking . 11 pp. 30-48, (uroup 1 only ) 
'l'h e Story beb ind Grea t Inventions 
"r;iagic Messengers, .. pp . 53-57 , { uroup 3) 
1
"l'he U:istake That Solved a Problem," pp . 57-61, (liroup 3) 
I (Optional and Related:;Readings) 
I 
He are going to c hoose ~ inventor to study about . Choose one of 
1 t he inventors a..r1d read at least one selection in your own reading group. 
I 
Robert .t•ul ton: 
Four American lnventors (l~roup 1) 
"A Boy with Ideas , " pp . 11-14. Young l''ul ~on in School. 
~<V 1orking out Some of the Ideas, u pp. 14-21. .l!'ul ton at your age . 
ti'l'he Young 1~rtist," pp. 22-28. .l!'ulton studying and painting. 
" 'l'he Artist becomes an Engine er," pp . 28- 37 • .r''ulton becomes an 
engineer. 
"Experiments, " pp. 37-42 . J<'ulton gets the i dea of a submarine. 
~>f,!iaking the St eamboat , " PP • 42-48 . I<'ul t on builds a steamb oat . 
" 'l'he 'l'rial Voyage ," pp . 49-55. .fi'u],ton t ries his steamboat . 
"Success;' pp . 55- 59 . l!'ulton's steamb oat is a success . 
"St eamboat on the hudson, u pp. 59-64. 
11 0ther I nterests," pp. 64-6?. Other interests of .b'ulton. 
"His ','.fork J.i:nded, '' pp . 6?-69. Death of .l:' 'ulton. 
The Story Behind Great I nventions (Group 1 or 2) 
11Fulton's Folly, n PP• 233-236 . Invention of the steamboat. 
lli vJb.i tney: 
Four Ameri can lnventors (~roup 1) 
''Childhood," pp. 73-78. Early life of ·wh i tney . 
"Youth," pp. ?8-83. Youth of Whitney. 
" .At Yale , '' PP • 84-90. Life of llhitney at college . 
" ln Georgia,'' pp. 90-95. A minor inventor. 
' ''l'b.e Opportunity, 11 pp. 95-102. VIhi tney is supplied with money 
for the invention of the cotton gin. 
''lYiaking the Cotton Gin," pp. 103-109. lffhitney's invention. 
" ~reat J!.;xpectations," pp. 110-113. -~, orld looks rosy for 1ihi tney. 
"Misfortunes," pp. 113-118. Trouble with the cotton g in. 
"In the Courts, 11 pp. 118-124 . .l!'ighting for the right to make 
and s ell his own invention. 
t.h'iaking .'-l.nns," pp. 124-128. Uhitney makes guns. 
"Last :tears,.. pp . 128-130. Death of Whitney. 
~he Story Behind Great Inventions (Group 1 or 2) 1-
"The Cotton Cleaner , " pp. 115-120. Invent i on of the cotton gin. 
I 
I Famous Inventors ( ll-roup 2 or 3) 
"Eli Whitney," pp. 39-43 . Story of Whitney's life. 
'I'homas Edison: 
l!, our rl.Illerican Inventors ( t.rroup 1) 
"b:arly Years,n pp. 205-209. Birth of Edison. 
" Youthful Business Ventures," pp. 209-216. Held many different 
jobs as a young man. 
"Study ," pp. 216-220. In his l aboratory. 
11A Change of Business, " pp . 220-234. Working as a telegraph 
operator. 
"'l'he Boy •relegraph Opera tor," pp. 224-228. Clever Edison in 
trouble. 
" 'l'elegrapher and Inventor, tt pp. 229-233. Starts inventing. 
" In Boston,u pp. 233-237. Proves he's a first-class operator. 
h}:{ecognized as an Electrician," pp~ 238-241. Edison makes a 
fortune. 
ttinventor and Niail.ufacturer," pp. 241-245. Ni8.ny new inventions. 
1
"rhe Wizard of Menlo Park,u pp. 245-251. A. new laboratory. 
"Inventions," pp. 251-255. A. description of Edis on's inventions. 
''At Orange, New J ersey," pp. 256-260. Later life and an enormous 
new laboratory. 
Famous inventors (Group 2 or 3) 
";l"homas Alva Edison," pp. 103-110. Life of Edison. 
Samuel Nlorse: 
F'our American Inventors (t.rroup 1) 
uThe Parsonage," pp. 133-138. Birth of Morse. 
"Early Influences," pp. 138-144. Early life of Iv:lorse. 
11College Life," pp. 144-150. Morse at college . 
"Life in London, " pp . 151-158 . Morse t ries painting . 
npainting , 11 pp . 1 58-164 . Morse becomes a successful painter. 
"Abroad Again , 11 pp . 164-168. In London, Paris , I taly, etc . 
"n.n Important Voyage ,t' ~op. 168-175. Idea for the telegraph . 
"Years of Struggle," pp . 176-181. Morse turns inventor. 
"Encouragement ," pp . 181-185 . Peo:ple t akint; an interest in 
Mor se's invention . 
•tWaiting at Last H.ewarded ," pp . 185-189 . lJ . s . Gover!l..ment 
a ccepts the telegraph . 
';,l'he Teleg!"aph," PP • 190;...195 . Everyone s ees a successful 
demonstration of t he telegraph . · 
"'l'he Ca ble," pp . 196-199. El ectricity travels under t he sea . 
"'l'he :Lnventor a t Home , " pp. 199-201. Later life and death. 
The Story Behind ll-reat Inventions (Group 1 or 2) 
"The Priceless Sketchbook," pp. 4 7-52. Morse gets the idea 
for a telegraph. 
Great Moments in Science (Group 1) 
wrhe First Telegraph," pp. 226-234. lnvent ion of the telegraph. 
:Famous Inventors (Group 1 or 2) 
nsamuel 1'' . B. Morse,•• PP• 59-65. Story of Morse's life. 
(Othe r Suggested Readings) 
If you enjoyed the selections which you have already read, and are 
interested in invent ors and inventions; you will probably want to read 
additional books on the same subject. You will find, listed below, a 
number of books for you to read. The books in Group 1 are hard to read; 
the books in Group 2 are fairly hard to read; the books in Group 3 are easy 
to read. y·ou are not required!. to read any of these books, but you may read 
00 
as many of them as you wish. 
1. Sons Knovm to Fame by Lena .A.hlers (Groups 1 and 2) . Stories about 
famous men ,including inventors . Vlhitney p. 204 . 
2 . l.Treat _I nventors and '.i.'heir Inventions by ]'rank Bachman (G-roups 1 and 2) . 
'l'ells more ubout Fulton , lJJhitney, Bessemer, Morse , Bell , Edison , and 
other great inventors. 
3 . Hmv the ',i orld LTrows Smalle r by Daniel and Dorothea Beeby (Groups 1 and 2 • 
Tells about the invention of the telephone and the telegraph, as well as 
about other important inventions. 
4. O.ur Democracy by Edwin b roome and Edwin Adams (Group 1). Has a section 
about American inventors. 
5. Inventors Behind the I nventor by Hoger Burlingame (Group 1 and 2) . Tell . 
stories about other inventors who added much to our comfort and con-
venience but received littl e glory. 
6. 'l'he Boy's Own Book of Great Inventions by Floyd Darrow and Clarence 
Ryland er (GrouPTT.-story of the telephone, the telegraph, iron, steel, 
and fire, and many of the latest inventions. 
7. The New ~Hnning Their ~lay by John :Faris (LTroup 1). Stories about Morse , 
bell, Edison, and Bessemer; as well as other great inventors. 
8. This ivlan- Iviade \:orld by Anthony J!"isher (LTroups 2 and 3) . A complete 
picture of important inventions. 
9 . l'.Wd ern r.1ercuries by Lloyd LTeorge and James Gilman (Group 1). 'l'ells abou 
the telephone and Atlantic Cable. 
0 . lvlachines a nd the rden ;;!ho Made the ',iorld of Industry by Gertrude Hartman, 
(Groups 1, 2, and 3). '.L'ells about ·.Jhitney, l'ulton, Atlantic c able , 
and .Dell, as well as other important inventions. 
ll . The nook of Electrical 'i'lond.ers by Ellison Hawkes (Group 1) . Tells ab out 
importantinventions that depend upon electricity. 
12 . Stor i es of A.merican Leaders by Sarah Heard and iv1. J . E.lng (Groups 1, 2 , 
and 3) . h'iore stories about Whitney, Fulton, Morse, Bell, and Ed ison, 
and other great men. 
13. American Inventors by c. J . h ylander (Uroups 1, 2 , and 3) . Stories of 
some of the great bmerican inventors. 
14. i ecent .Lnventions by a . M. Low (G-roups 1 and 2). '.L'ells about recent 
important inventions . 
I 
I 
1 5 . :Man Conquers the World Hi t h Science by William Nida l LTroups 1 and 2). 
Stories about Morse, :Oell, and the .rl. tlantic Cable, as well as other 
important inventions and inventors. I 
I 16. 'l 'he ':iorld's t•:iessengers by .Hanson Hart (LTroups 1, 2, and 3). 'l'ells about 
the invention of the t e lephone and explains how the modern telephone 
system works , as well as telling about other important inventions in 
communications. 
17. 1\Wdern i-J...rnericans i n Science and Invention by Edna Yost l LTroups 1 and 2 ). 
'.L'ells a~: out many ;oc1_e;;n· imentioM.--
Oral LaYI_guage 
All of the s tarred exercises are required . Do us many of the other 
exercises as you wish. 
*1. ilb.at di d you find out vrhel1 you int ervievJec1 your pare11ts about the 
different vvays we use electriei ty? Be prepared to report your findings to 
tlle class . '.i'ell them whether your parents had ever stopped to conside r that 
quest ion before, and, if they had, what made them think about it. 
I /.f 2. 'l'ell the class why the . discovery of fire v1as one Of the most 
important things that ever happened to us. Follow the rules on page 8 of 
.bngl i sh Lrracle ! f or a good oral talk. 
# 3 . J oseph Jenks has been c a l led a grea t inventor. i"ihy is this so? 
Report your findings to the class. 
4. '.Ce ll the class how many inventions you discovered that depend on 
I
. the discovery of iron. '.L'ell what part iron played in the invention and 
whether the invention could possibly have been made without iroh. 
* 5. Pretend tl~t the Atlantic Cable has just been laid and you are 
calling a friend across the ocean. Choose a friend to call. Be sure to 
tell him that you saw the cable laid and describe the process. i'ollow t he 
rules for a polite telephone conversation which you will find on pages 78-
80 in English LTrade 4. 
*6. Tell t he class about the inventor vrhose life you read. Be sure 
to g ive the title of the story and the authorts name. 'l'ell why that invento 
was famous, what he invented, and any other important facts. 
#?. £ ov1 would you like to meet one of these famous inventors? Preten< 
that you are a f r-iEilld of Alexander LTraham Bell. Choose t wo pupils, one of 
whom we will p retend is 1/u· . Hell. lntroduce a classln!:tte to "1\-ir . Be l l ." 
Check Ep.glish LTrade 4 for the r-u.l es about polite introductions . 
>l ri tten Language 
Do all of the starred exercises. 
'~1. ·v4.rite a short story about the inventor you chose ·~ to study. be 
sure to tell who he was, when he lived, and why he was famous. Your story 
must have a title, see: ~- English LTrade .! pages 16 and 19. 
*2 . If you were lienry l:lessemer, and, had at last perfected your steel-
making process, you would want to v-.rri te a business letter to other steel 
manufacturers telling them about it. Tell them how your process works, and 
ask if they would be interested in buying your equipment. If you do not-
lmmv how to write a goOd business letter see: English Grade .1_, pages 81, 84, 
· and 85. 
*3. 1irite one good · paragraph telling how coal was first discovered in 
America. :Pages 91-94 of English LTrade.! will explain how to write a good 
paragraph. 
/ I TF 4 . If you enjoyed the stories, whicl1 you read ab out t he inventor you 
chose, you will want to share your infor mation vfi th your clc.ssma tes . Make 
out b. reader• s guide car'1 for eacL s tory that you read . l''Ollow tte rules on 
pages 151-153 of En>dish ~.:rrade .i• be sure to wri te an i nterest i ng paragraph 
expla inj_ng why you en joyed the stor y . 
*5. If you en j oyed your study of i nvent ions and discoveries you will 
probably want to tell your friends about it. ilri te a friendly letter to 
your parents or to a friend in another room explaining what we have been 
doing . 
6. Pretend t hat you are .H.lexander G-raham Bell. Hri te an invitation 
to a friend asking him to come to the Philadelphia Exposition to see how 
your invention (telephone) works. If you are not sure how to write a good 
invitation, follow the rules which you will find in English urade 4. 
7. Virite a poem telling how we have been helped by the inventions of 
many men . 
# 8. 'i'ake notes on each oral talk that your classmates give. Be sure 
to list all the important facts that he tells you . 
Spelling 
*1. In your study of inventions and discoveries, you have met many 
words whic h you may not know how to spell. Study the following words, 
according to the rules on page 25 of English Grade 4, and be prepared for a 
spelling bee. · 
a. inventor m. steamboat 
b. invention n. canal 
c. discovery o. submarine 
d. steel p. cotton 
e. sawmill q. machinery 
f. scythe r. production 
g. wheel s. telegraph 
h. telephone t. cable 
i. process u. Atlantic 
j. trumpet v . phonograph 
k . revolution w. election 
1. artist x. motor 
*2. I 'ollow the rules on pages 12 and 34 of Correct· Spelling and pages 
52-54 of English ~rade 1.· Put the above words in alphabetical order. 
*3 . Some of the words which you have met in your study of inventions 
and discoveries are new words. In order to increase your vocabulary, you 
will want to look up the definitions of the foll owing vrords. Vlri te down the 
definitions which you find for each of t he following words. 
a. exposition lt. membrane 
b . gallery 1. magnet 
c. Centennial m. witness 
d . apparatus n. tone 
e. mutes o. cable 
f. experiment p . process 
g. vibration q. canal 
h. instrument r. device 
i. receiver s. transmitter 
j. projecting t. generate 
.f!= 4. .B'ollO¥'iing the rules on pages 12 and 34 of Correct SEelling put 
the above words in alphabetical order. 
5. Look up the words, in exercise 3, in the dictionary. Show how 
the words are divided into syllables and pronounced . 
emocratic Procedure 
~ Select the most realistic drawing of the l a ying of the Atlantic 
bable ..... l.These drawings will be displayed in the room. 
*2. Select the best painting of the discovery of fire. 'l'hese paint-
ngs will be displayed in the room. 
*3. Select t he best sketches of famous inventions. These sketches wil 
e displayed in the room. 
4. Elect six students to be responsible for arranging the drawings, 
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paintings, and sketches in the room. 
Art 
1. If you can find any pictures of the inventors we are studying, 
bring them into class to be displayed on the bulletin board. 
*2. Draw, and color, a picture of the Atlantic Gable being laid. Be 
sure that you show perspective properly. 'l.'he most realistic drawings will 
be displayed in the room. 
113. Perha]JS you can find pictures of the s re&t inventions which we 
ar e studying , as tlley looked then . If s o, bring t he pictures into class to 
be displ ayed on the bulletin board 
*4. It was a good tnany years ago when fire was discovered. Sketch 
and paint in water colors the scene of the discovery of fire as you picture 
it after reading the stories. Be sure that you make your characters 
represent the historical period of the Dtory. '1'he best pictures will be 
selected, by the class, and displayed in the room. 
t; ff 5 . 1Je have already l earned that steel i s stronger than iron. 
~ictures into class of objects tl~t are today constructed of steel. 
pictures viill be displayed on the bulletin board. 
Bring 
These 
6. I•iiake a chart showing how the discovery of fire was important to 
mankind. Show all the inventions which depend on fire. 
*7. Sketch, in black and white, the invention (or inventions) which 
your inventor was responsible for. Sketch the invention as it looked at 
that time . 
Evaluation 
Ao Subjective evaluation 
1. Did you enjoy your study of important discoveries and 
inventions'? \'ii1y or why not? 
2 . Did you enjoy s tudying them by t he unit me thod? 1:"(hy? 
3 . 1Jo you t hiP..k you have learned as muc:t;r this v.ray as you 
vwuld h8ve if r,re h:=:id studied about the1n in the r egular ma1mer'? 
4. Did you enjoy s tudying about i nvent ions ~vhich v1ere mad e 
from iron? Vihy or wny not? 
5. Did you enjoy s tudying about steel? iinlY? 
6. Did you en joy s tudying about the discoveries of fire , coa , 
and iron? VJhy? 
---
7. Did you enj oy reading about the li"iies of important 
inventors? l~hy? 
8 . Did you 1ec1rn anything a.bout inventions? What~? 
9. Did you lear n anythir~~ about inventors? What? 
10 . Did you r ealize how many things electric ity does for·us 
before you started this study? 
11. Now that you have completed your study, do you r ealize 
how many inventions we depend on today? 
12. How could vJe have improved our study of important dis-
coveries and inventions? 
B. Objective Evaluation 
Essay 
1. Vihy was the discovery of fire so important to mankind? 
2. Tell, briefly, how steel is manufactured by the Bessemer 
process. 
3 . Tell, briefly, why Alexander Graham Bell is considered an 
important invent or. 
4. List some of the inventions for which Joseph Jenks was 
responsible. 
5. Name a f ew of the inventions which depended on the dis-
covery of fire. 
6. \'Ihy was the discovery of coal important? 
Multiple-Choice 
1. Some Of the following 'lioJOrds, dealing with important dis-
coveries and inventions, are misspelled. Vlrite the correct form of each wor 
that is spelled incorrectly. 
a . inventer g. cable 
b. wheel h. elecktric 
c. can all i . mater 
d. submareen j. trump it 
e. cotten k. invent in 
f. telegraph l. steel 
-- ---- ---=-==-- -=--'-------"---'=====----
vms : 
2. The man responsible for inventing the telephone v;as: 
a. Alexander t.Traham llell c. Thomas Al va Edison 
b . Henry Bess eme r d . El i rii11i tney 
3 . The man responsib l e for inventing the electric light 
a. Alexander Graha;n llell c. Thomas Alva Edison 
b. Henry bessemer d. Samuel Morse 
4. 'fhe man responsible for inventing the telegraph was: 
a. h lexander li-raham Bell 
b. I'homas Alva Edison 
c • Samuel l\iOrse 
d. Hobert Fulton 
5. 'i'he man responsible for inventin.g; the steamboat was: 
a. Alexander Uraham Bell c. Henry bessemer 
b. Robert :li'ul ton d. Eli 1J.fh i tney 
6. The man responsible for giving us the steel process which 
we use today was: 
a. Alexander Graham Bell c. h enry Bessemer 
b. Hobert lrulton d. Eli l'ihitney 
7. 'l'be man who helped plan the Erie Canal was: 
a. Eli ~·ihi tney c. Thomas Alva :&lisen 
b. -'-i.lexander uraham Bell d. Robert Fulton 
8. The man who invented the cotton gin was: _ 
a. Eli ;/hi tney c. 'l'homas Alva Edison 
b. Alexander Uraham Bell d. Hobert Fulton 
9. 'l'he man v1ho invented machinery for turning out firearms 
by the mass production method was: 
a. Eli ·.-Jhi tney c. Thomas Alva Edison 
b. 1,1.lexander u-raham Bell d. Hobert :J?ulton 
10. The nrnerican inventor who was also a successful painter 
was: 
a. Eli Whitney c. 'l'homas Alva Edison 
b. Samuel r. ·orse d. Henry Bessemer 
'11\:S'.i.' l.i~\i fill t 
Unit Three 
Essay 
1. 1·d thout fire we could not reat our homes, cook our food, manufacture 
steam power, or manufacture many of the thing s we wear. 
·2. A stream of pure air is forced through mol ten pig iron. 
3. Bell is considered an important inventor chiefly because of his inven-
tion of the telephone. 
4. Jenks was r esponsible for the invention of a new type water wheel, new 
type sawmill, and the modern scythe. 
5. 'l'Le steam engine , gas burners, kerosene lamps, oil burners, gas and oil 
stoves, the blow·torch, flame t hrowers , gasoline engines, and all other 
inventions which depended upon fire directly, or whose metals depended 
upon f'ire for processing or welding ~ 
6. 'l'he discovery of coal vJas importa nt because it gave us a source of fuel 
and enabled us to conserve forests which Hould have long since dis-
appeared had v;e found it necessary to rely on wood for burning . Coal 
vms an i mportant factor i n the growth of the st eam eng ine and in the 
metal-work ing i ndus tries . 
Multipl e -Choice 
1 . a . inventor g . cab le 
b . vrheel h . electric 
c . canal i. motor 
d . submarine j. trumpet 
e. cotton k. invention 
f. telegraph 1. steel 
2. a. Alexander uraham Bell 
3. e. Thomas Alva Edison 
4. c. Samuel Morse 
5. b. Robert :I>'ulton 
6. c. Lenry Bessemer 
?. d .• H.obert I'ulton 
8. a. Eli \!hi tney 
9. a. El i 'nhi tney 
10. b. Samuel l.Iorse 
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Suggestions for :l!'urther Study 
CHAPTER V 
I N'l'RODUCTION 
~ paper of t hi s t ype suggests many applica tions for further study; 
othe r units based on a n excursion to the Ol d Iron ·~'forks IIouse, and units 
which are suggested by the units listed in t h is thesis, as well as excursion 
to sites of historical interest within the s ame corr@unity, excursions to 
modern institutions within the same community, and excursions to other 
historical sites in the ureater Boston a rea. This writer vlill list a few 
suggestions in t he hope that other teachers vJill find in them interesting 
and practica l suggestions for other studies. 
Oth er Unit s Su-gges t ed from~ School Journe~ t~ t h e Old Iron Works Hous e 
'.i.'he Ol d I ron Works h ouse , s t eeped in ric b historic a l lore , r ea d i ly 
suggest s a l&rge numbe r of units which may b e used i n connection wi th an 
excu r s i on t o t ha t site . 'l'he pup il , while engaged in t he ex cursion , 
encounte r s many names of out s tanding Saugus cit i zens. 'l'his may motiva t e 
h i m to s t udy outstandi ng c itizens a nd the i r c ontribution to t he to-wn, or 
country , and may s1Jbgest a unit, largely b iographical, of famous i1.mericans, 
either pa st or present. 
One cannot make a journey to the Ol d Iron T/orks House with out being 
exposed to the influence of, or references to, the American Indian. rupil 
interest in this subject may profitably lead to a unit on the Indian. Such 
a unit may include: a study of American Indian tribes, Indian customs, or 
the influence of the American lndian on our society. 
Pupils who are interested in the mechanics of iron production may 
wish to ursue this sub·ect further. 
with iron and steel production, past and present, and may cover such sub-
jects as: the mining of iron ore, the actual production of iron and steel, 
or a study of cities noted for their production of iron and steel. 
Pupil interest in the colonial furniture of the Old Iron 'tJorks House 
may lead to units dealing with the life of the i~omerican colonist , and may 
include: social activities of the colonists, history of the American 
colonist, or contributions of the colonists t o our present life. 
An excursion to the Uld 1.ron \'forks ..tiouse may arouse pupil interest 
in the clothing of the colonists, and may lead to units on costuming . Such 
units might profitably include : native costumes of various countries, 
costumes of various historical periods, or the usefulness of certain 
costumes such as that of the .American cowboy. 
I t is inevitable that pupils, while engaged in an excursion to the 
Old. I r on llforks House, will encounter references to the A.merican Hevolution. 
Pupil interest in this subject might lead to units dealing with the Revolu-
tionary War. Such units might include: cause s and effects of the Revolu-
tion, type of government before and after the Hevolution, American states-
men a nd heroes, or other wars in which the United States has participated. 
Units of this type could do muc h to instruct the pupils in the principles 
of the United Nations Assembly, and to formulate ideals of tolerance. 
Units Suggested .£l the Units ..!.!!. this Pauer 
Each unit found in this thesis suggests other units on the same 
subject; for example, while studying the newspaper, pupils may wish to study 
the distribution methods of the modern newspaper or the way in which paper 
is made. 
The pupils might be interested in studying, more completely, news-
paper production. A unit dealing with this subject might cover the various 
departments of the newspaper, prerequisites for certain positions on the 
newspaper, or tha printing of the paper. 
The pupils,having learned that a certain newspaper may have political 
bias, may be interested in pursuing this subject further. This suggests a 
survey of literature to discover prejudice or intolerance, a nd s hould be a 
valuable means of teaching reading judgment. 
~he unit on drama suggests other related units such a s: a study of 
famous actors, a study of scenery or costuming , or a study of any one type 
of play, such as the musical. 
Ti~e unit on inventions and discoveries has many practical facets; 
units on modern constructio"n, househol.d inventions, or any scientif ic 
d iscovery, such as atomic energy , should prove interesting and i nstructional. 
Excursions \'l i t h i n the Saue Community 
Teachers of Saugus, or vic inity , may wi s L to !!J.ake additional e~ccursion.ll 
within the same cormmni ty . 'l'he se excursions r.1ay be classified as hi storica l 
... -· 
or mode r1 ; ·· 
"-
'l'he re a re a nt1l11.ber of spots i n Saugus und Lynn that do not offer the 
wi de vc.riet:l of siE;hts whic ll the Old I r on Works h om;e affords; but whi ch , 
nevertheless , have hi storical signif icance. 'I'he teacher m2.y t ake his cl<:.tss 
to see old c olonial houses, such us the Hi tch i ngs-Draper- Hanl:es h ouse of 
Saugus, or other hi s toric landma rks such a s Appl eton ' s Pulpi t or t he Roby 
Eln1 in Saucus, or to P i rat e 1 s ldlen and D1..mgeon Rock in the Lynn ', ;oods 
neservat ion. 
The teacher may also t akz'>. hi s cl ass on excur sions to modern i nst i t u-
t i ons wi t hin t he same COIJ1.m.un i t y t o study s chools , mun icipal build i nc , s tores 
mills , r eservoirs , and ot her points of interest . 'i'he c i t y of Lynn has lone 
been noted for i ts shoe manufacturing industry~, and excursions to t hese 
f act or i es , or exc urs ions t o t he var i ous b ranches of the General Electri c 
Company , should prove fruitful. 
Excursions !£Other Historical Settings 
The teacher of the li-reater Boston area will find a nu.rnber of sites, 
similar to the Old Iron Works house, which will provide a rich and varied 
hi s torical background , and which will adapt themselves readily to units 
similar to those found in t h is thesis . This writer suggests Old Irons ides 
and t he Paul Hevere House for Boston excursions, and the Iiouse of Seven 
Gables, the Old Witch House, and Pioneer Village in the city of Salem. 
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